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Farmers Can Get
Loans From U. 5.
Supervisor Says

Fair, to Its Readers—Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon September 2, 1937
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ENGINEER STATES
COLDWATER ROAD
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Mr. and Mrs. I. G. Wallace and
R. H. Falwell, Jr., young peo-ple's leader and churchman, will family: Virginia, Bill, Jack, and
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treatment in
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cah: Rev. Edgar Farris. Hardin;
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• A meeting of the Legionnaire.. Local Camp Man Nays Farm
Rev. and Mrs. W. G. Blakely.
Eldridge is very optimistic to the
with Commander Lee us speaker,
Mrs. Lum Sumner, rpeSntly taken
Relatives of Frank Park Taylor,
Lands Should S. Managed
Golden _Pond: Miss Dora Gholson,
Will be hind at 7 o'clock Saturday
Is believed by attending phy- rested Ora Garrison and Kelsy outccme of the day's games.
wh3 with Mance Wooldridge was
Thoughtfully
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Ohio River last week, attended
While Calloway county farmers
Klinke, Memphis. Tenn.: Mr. and
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afternoon when rain ended thl
has
his funeral at Salem Monday. They
are sweltering under a hut early for inspection, but no word
overpowering and robbing Tom
Mrs. Paul Dailey. Puryear, Tenn.;
game.
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the
ratify
to
been
yet
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who went from here were Taylor's
September sun it is not too early
McNeely, a 74-year old farmer of
Walter iPete) Brandon. 65, who Mr .and Mrs. J. A. Prichard„ PurBluff will come to Murray
Pine
typhoid
belief.
father-in-law, T. A. Beaman, Mr. lived near Pine Bluff. died Wed- year. Tenn.: J. C. Hooper. Puryear,
to plan winter work in farm woodnear Aurora in Marsnail county,
Saturday and meet Camp Mur--Hugh Miller, 16, who lives near Thursday night.
and Mrs. Louis Beaman, Mr. and nesday of complicated illnesses Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. H. I. Neely;
lands, according to Henning Carldiamond.
-CCC
local
the
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The first per capita
Mrs.. Flavius Guthrie, Henry Bea- which had affected him more than Hazel; Otho Farris and daughter,
son*, forester of the CCC camp at Hazel, is now almost completely
McNeely had on his person $62
county
• of the year for Callottray
recovered from a severe attack ef which he alleges the bandits took
man and Mary Frances, Sara Key. -three weeks. His widow sUrvives Hazel; Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Herron,
Murray.
teachers arrived at the office of
made The robbery occurred after McOutland
Dr.
and Jeffrey Beaman and wife from him, .and two sisters--Mrs. Ethel Hazel: Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. TurnTimber Mend improvement is rt typhoid,
114,_ 0, Wrather, superintendent of major Item on the winter work known.
Detroit, wife, were visiting.
Neely and Wavel Butler.-- both of
Blalock and Mrs. Emily Jane Row- bow. Hazel; Mr and Mrs. Tr N.
county schools, early Saturday. It
Mrs. Taylor was formerly Lola lett, both of the county. There White, Hazel; Mrs. Cannon, Bucwhom had been selling waterlist of the camp, Carlson explained,
woe the earliest time a per capita
Beaman, of Murray. The Rev. Roy were six nieces and four nephews. hanan. Tenn.; Mrs. W. E. Wyatt.
melons in Murray last Thursday.
sinew the Weather often keeps both
Installment has ever been issued
0. Beaman. Mrs. Taylor's brother.
started to leave town. Outland
Mr. Brandon was not a member Benton; A. J. Wells. Hardin: John
the farmer and the pomp workers
treasury
state
the
by
was in charge of the funeral ser- of the church. His funeral Will Vickery. Puryear. Tenn.; Mrs. R.
and Garrison were riding with
out of the fields A systematic
opetotalShop,
The Modern Beauty
vices. The Rev. Carroll Hubbard. be held at the Walter Parker Cem- J. Hall and daughter. Puryear,
them, according to the complaint.
The Initial per capita Issue
plan of Improving farm woodlands
EAST ST. LOUIS, Ill., Sept. 1—
Butler rated by Mrs. Sally Johnson and Murray. read the obituary, and 'etery at 2 o'clock this afternoon. Tenn.. Mrs. C. H. Parks, Puryear,
ed "7,067.00 and will be distributed Is now being furthered by the
They were threatening.
200
through,
none
4,000;
Hogs:
stopped the car, ran into thi! Miss Hattie Mae Long, redecorated the Reverend Mr. Crouch, of Salem. The Rev. J. H. Thurman will con- Tenn.
as salary to more than 100 teachers Soil Conservation Service staff
direct; market uneven; 170 lbs. up
.>
last week and open- dismissed the group.
In the county.
W D. Prichard. Nashville, Tenn.;
duct the ceremony. Burial will be
Although the vamp's prim* In- steady to strong with average Tues. Sheriff's office, and said he'd need its main salon
with a beautiin the Parker cemetery.
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. McKnight,
'the year's total will be the sum terest In farm woodland is that a day; 5-10c under best time; 150 lbs. help. When officers got into the ed Monday morning
its lovely furnHe was te-rn and raised and Trenton, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
of seven installments, of which this good timber Mend Is Ow moat ef- down steady to 10c *higher: sows street immediately thereafter, the ful arrangement of
lived his life in the same neigh- Bond and sap, Trenton. Tenn.; Mrs.
was the first, the superintendent fective erosion control known. stead,: top 11.40; bulk 170-260 lbs. car with the three persons was ishings.
A coating of bright green covers
Ebb McKinley and son. Trenton.
borhood.
geld.
Moon pointed out that the wood- 11.254i 11.40; packer top 11.25; no gone.
McNeely said the robbers did the floor of the roomy salon, and
Tenn.; Rev. John M. Jenkins, Murland should also be considered as heaviisa sold; 140-160 lbs. 10.110n
placed,
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rugs,
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thick
ray; Mrs.' J. S. Prichard, Dyers• valuable part of the farm becauso 11.18; 100-130 lbs. 9.004110,25; good not use guns, but simply overRAIN ENDS DROUTH;
W.ith the arrival on Monday of
powered him and took the money. set off the color harmony of thsi
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a
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Tenn:: Mr. and Mrs. P. P. Owens.
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the
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cleanliness
T. Sledd and family left Thurs- Dyer, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs.
his home asleep about 2 o'clock add to the cool
A pouring rain here this morn. "Few farm woods have been ing 450 cattle and calves through:
ans, lovers of high-class entertain- day of last week for Chicago. Ili., Callis.•Dyer,, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs.
morning. and Garrison departmental booths.
Ing ended a summer's drouth and managed with ir thought for the modest supply of native and west- Thursday
be
an
diwill
offered
ment
opportun- in order to be present at the pro- Aultie Thomason, Dyer, Tow:
Mrs. Johnson received her
surrendered sometime later. Both
added hundred',of dollars to the maintenance of a good forest ern steers meeting rather slow inalthough Mc- ploma in beauty culture from the ity to satisfy their choice of fessional football game Wednesday Mrs. Herschel Thomason. Dyer,
Income df ferment of Calloway' taw," he said. "Practically no at- qtilry; heifers and mixed yearlings denied the charges.
Beauty School in Detroit, Amusement.
night between the All Stars and Tenn.: Mrs. J. C. Walker, Jr.. Kentempta.have been made to weed, belly* and fully steady; cowstuff Neely definitely identified ihem Delmar
Minty,
as the culprits Friday _morning. A and Miss Long is a graduate of
The 'Bisbee Comedians Consist of the Green Bay Packers.
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The rain fell
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consea
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lower;
There
hour
25c
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pour for more than an
515, that trrene of Outland's shoes. in '9t. Louis.
a talent for the particular role cast
Anderson, Kenton, Tenn; W. J.
was no thunder or wind. It was quence, trees Of ho value have and mixed .yearlings largely 6.505c
played
has
for them. This troupe
Estes. Sharon, Tenn.: Mr. and Mrs.
more or less general in character. frequently become dominant, and 9.50; odd lots 1000 and above; lop
in Murray before and gave urnEdd Crass, Sharon. Tenn.: Mrs.
At press time today, clouchi that crooked. Injured, and diseased trees gauss., bulls 6.50; top vealers 11.25;
versal satisfaction, their reportoire
Rydal Bailey, Sharon, Tenn.; M.-.
promise rain obscure the sun, and are often prevalent. This Means nominal range slaughter steers 6.75
including only the best plays
and Mrs. F. R. Patterson and son.
that the average
Is Ii 10.75; slaughter heifers 5.506 15.50.
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this
the air is mei and pleasant.
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Last year, the church added 44 titled "Other Peoples' Business"
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Jackson; Tenn.; Rev. Lad H. Estes.
duction of timber"
Baptist Church at Tenth and Main
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Frankfort
rhos
to
Monday,
Sept.
Additional features presented are first floor of the building.
regents In
the West Fork community, anJ. Gough. present
J.
and
Gregory.
apostles—
12
original
the
with
ity
CherH
H.
Only
the
Dr.
fur Labor Day,
drue
Garrett succeeds
"Mahala." master magician, Slats
Work will progress as fast as nounce the birth Wednesday of a
CHILD 18 INJURED
the church has grown in member- pastor. J. C. Spann served the Emanuel, saxaphone wizard. Sid
ry, who died a month ago. He Is stores are planning to remain
psssible, with hopes for comple- fine Ilks pound daughter which
years. and
24
for
pastor
as
church
now
enrollment
its
until
ship
Versailles
open during the de,.
ouperintendent of the
•
Winters and the Musical Mack; tion by the, first of the year.
they have named Jo Nell.
N. S. Castleberry was pastor for
James Mason Churchill, 3-year totals 440.
City Schools In Woodford county.
The various plaem of binaries'
Admission prices are 10 and 25
Mr. and Mits. Hick Shell. Muryears.
Max
30
nearly
Mrs.
memcharter
And
Mr.
old
original
son
of
12
The
He ha. been a leader in Kentucky
roll your altentifin to this fain
The so-called Cave Crickets; ray, announce the arrival of a 7with ladies free with eacb
cents
has
church
Spring
Sinking
Nancv
The
received
Street,
Owen,
David
were
'Elm
on
bers
Churchill,
secendary education for long. Har- and anticipate'
,Oar purchasing
- horn eery- -Mendes,
lesers1iqns_5at-_ Oweii.___Iiezroo Owen, Elizabeth elected two church clerks in the paid tigket on 'opening night only. Hedensitout .ageording_ to _scien- pound
rell it Middle-aged..
your heeded luitpfhia__ on, ing, minor bruises_and
tists
are really "long-horned" morning.
was knocked down Owen, William Flowers. Sarah Ann last- Of years. The- Reverend hir.
he
when
orday
_
-bigger
their day -or
trreay—W
Mr and Mrs. Harry Staudt. of
Jennie Lind Visited Mammoth grasshoppers or .kit;clids whicn
Flowers, Elizabeth Adams, Sarah Gough invitel any person' who
delivery truck.
• tivestoelt—firOjiliU among Fay• closing, Minttley. All will he by • reversing
having are generally wingless. eyeless, and Murray. announce the arrival Mona small cycle. Ann Hall, Nancy Adams, Eliza- wishes tci visit the church any Cave of Kentucky after
riding
child,
The
club
members-1n:
4-H
county
elle
open again Tuesday for regular
Nashville, are common in the Mammoth Cave day ot s rollicking 7-pound daughgiven a concert in
rolled into the pathway of the beth Greenwood. Eade Owen, and Sunday at 11 o'clock for preaching
elude the establishment of savant' buoiriess,
of Kentucky,
ter, Beverjey Jean.
Tenn., In the. year 1851.
services.
Flowers.
Arson
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moving
herds.
purebfeil swine
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The

Roosevelt Rearittlement
Administration Is new In position to make loans to Worthy
Formers who can 4'4101ty. fur
farm operating ekpenses as(Iodine le 0. C. Dyer, Resettlement Supervisor,
We:slim 'minimum for which
harmers may qualify Include
thus* pertaining to livestock,
Beetle, fertiliser, limestone, Machinery lad repairs, etc.
Dyers may be contacted by
Interested farmers each Monday
morning at 10 o'clock at the
WPA office In Murray

Prof. Helm and
Nieces Present
at Homecoming

TOBACCO GROUP
NAMES DIRECTORS

DR. M'ELRATH IS
NAMED ON BOARD

HONOR ROLL I

PINE BLUFF TO BE
LABOR DAY HAVEN

DANGER OF FEVER
IS IMMINENT HERE

Many Present at.
Prichard Funeral

Outland, Garrison'
Are Charged With
Robbing Aged Man

FORESTER STATES
NEED OF TIMBER

WALTER BRANDON
DIES WEDNESDAY

Teachers' Pay is
$7,057 for Month

Livestock

Modern Beauty
Shoppe Receives
New Decorations

Bigbee Comedians
Here Next Week

Begin Main Structure
on Memorial _Church

SINKING SPRING CHURCH IS
ONE OF OLDEST IN COUNTY

Garrett is Head
Of Western State
Teachers College

•
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Mr. and Mrs. Oakland Cunning- Orville Boyd. Mr. and Mrs. Claude Mrs Marvin Hill, Mrs. Ratph Tid- a very enjoyable occasion was re- thrown headlong into the muddy
water. .
ham. Mr. and Mrs. Jim Strader, lisle. Swell Hale. Voeze Hale, Lu- well, Mrs. Claude Vaughn, Mrs. ported by all present.
Those present were as follows:
A harge dinner was brought and
Mr and Mrs. Reghtald Butter- cille Hale, Bradley Hale, Annie Sadie Cochran. Mrs. Willie Vaughn.
Miss Dorothy Nell More, Mur- spread on the-ig nd by the comMiss Evelyn Todd,. Frank, Bet„Pray Atkins, Mr. and
Eva,
worth and Mr. and Mrs. Jess Egg.
Murray,
Moore.
Miss
ray.
Louise
Busha-rt, Eugene tie Lou. and MyrehHill, Billie Joe
Mrs. Harvey
munity. After thanks were offernet.
Most enjoyable %eta the re- Bushart. Dorothy Bushart, Bob Mc- and Tommie Dee Hill, Bobby Gene Miss Bonnie Crouse. Murray, Miss ed by Leon Lee oh-California, 200
unions reported. Luncheons and t'iliston. Prentice McCuieton. Mr. Cochran. Charles Washer, Billie Elizabeth Crouse, Murray, Curtis or m.are persons enjoyed the food
dinnerr were sumptuously appetiz- and Mrs. R. H. Falwell, Mr. anti Frank Pool. Mary Frances Pool, Wilson, Murray. Mrs. Alice Wilson together. There was also plenty
Midge Party •Cemplimentting
Hafford of lemonade and watermelon after
Murray.
family,
and
ing and saveury. Delicious dishes Mi.. Kelly Outland, Lines Thump- Blanche Vaughn, Carman Parks.
Guesits
Burns and. family, Pacis. Tenn.
"
* •
•
,f tasteful hoods supplemented the son. and Clifton Hale. ••
suPPerCo•nplimenting Mr, William A. hours of .pleasant camaraderie.
t • • _•
w_asoly jteuskiesi
-.C. U,--Crassfamily...Murray. -- Music was furnished---by Otis
Ark., ..
Lou!. 13lythevillet
, The Moorm will leave tomorrow Suppreime Forest Woodmen
Denoie Farris, Murray, Sherman Lamb, Joe Eldridge, Aaron BunMr. and Mrs. Gaylon Trevathan
Mareile Hartsfield entertained with for their home ni Detrvit.
and family. Miss Halite Bog- keena and Lona, Lovett. Vocal
vireie Holds Meet
were host and hoatess to Mrs. Ola Farris
a bridge party 'at her home 'Musgess and family, Murray. Ethridge eelections were given by Mr. John
this meeting. Mrs Hutsan.'Mrs. cle) night. Mrs. Long received a
tall-Ryas Wed@lagA meeting of Murray Grove Na, Walston's family Sunday. August Hughes, Alum, Harlon Bowden,
Key, Cliff Jackson, Earl Burkeen,
- Marvin Fuhan and Mrs. H. B. guest prize. Miss Harriet Diltz Christian Church ratitalosary
xnd
26 Suppreime Forest Woodman 29. All 04 children, grandchil- Murray.
Iir. Bailey
Cecil Hopkins, Joe Burkeen, and
Society Will Meet
Sims Lavern Ca'.
were
grandchildren
great
and
dren.
the high
won
Mayfield.
Women's
Martin.
the
in
held
Circle was
are hrwts••
Aaron Burkeen. White the older
Cberias Ryas' were united in Mirwith the exception of
prize, and Miss Gracie Nell Jones
.
The Missionary Society of the Club Room with tat state manager present
persens enjoyed the music and
Honored
Burkeen
Leonard
grandchild,
one
and
child
ramie It iht_ litaPtort Chtlreh Sur":
one
present
Others
prize.
sein -low
who explained
Missionary. Societe
Christian church' will hold its of Madisonville,
, day mm.mn* at 8 „-moc..8 by the.1 Methodist
singing the young folks played
Party
With
served
was
dinner
bountiful
.A
Mini
Kirk,
were: Mrs. Ed Frank
Will Have General Meet
monthly meeting the second Tues- the new ritualistic work, Tuesday
si."--‘5,, P. mem ic the riminie
games in the moonlight.
about noon. All enjoyed the day
Kathleen Robertson. Mite hline day afternoon with Mrs. Gatlin afternoon.
Leon Burkeen was surprise'Moni lase Mothodesi Missionary Society
racen ,
Leonard receivea a nice . gift
of Mrs Joe Ryan. the gs
eatand
conversation
pleasant
in
Melugin. Miss Margaret Overbey, Clopton. Mrs. Mauprice Crass, and
The meeting dates are the last
day evening:* August 23, by the
•
and several other
- mother and Mr and Mrs. t- -CThave the ammitial meeting at Mrs. Tony Currier. Miss Dorothy
I will
Tuesdays in each month. Refresh- ing ice cream and cake which gathering of a host of relatives and from the school
Mrs. Gesrge Hart
front friends.
-A-••maaP4e and ArnPrt.""lyv 4 all the circles aethe• church, Turfs- Robertson. Miss illonae Chambers.
•ht.k.;,.
ments were served to those pres- Was served, at 10 a. m and 3:30 p. friends in the celebration of his presents
single rink ceremonh am,
Th party lasted from 5 • to 10
' read I day 'afternoon at 2:30.
petroit: Mist' Christine Johnson.
iirnt, who were Mrs. Jessie Hous- m.
21st birthday. Most all of the comMiss Forrest Weds Fred W.
after which the couple left he s 1
p.
Everyoue ,present oreported a
Wells, Miss
Miss Martha Nell
Ann
Waterfield,
Lois
hers.
..n.
young
munity including students,
Shoemaker
trip through the Smoky Min'i Miss Verity Cities*,
Madge. Patterson. and Mrs. Forehar6rough. Miss Bee Purdom, Tdiss grand. time and are ionising for. and old people and many out•
chilThe bride an at-tact:Ye
other
the
Family Reunion
of
some
• tams.
to
ward
Graham.
Party
daughman
Forrest,
Miller,
'Surprise
Maybelle
Louise
Miss Sadie
At
Katie Martin,
side friends were present.
brunette. wore a Wallis blue model
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Forrest, Marian Adams, Notie Nackett, dren being as hospitable as Mr.
A family reunion' was held at
Leonard
afternoon
the
in
Early
the
Sties Josephine Farley Was
and - a 'boulder corsage at sweetwere.
_ N Murray. an employee of the -Grey- Thela'Wachtel, Alta Miles. Gallen and Mrs. Trevathan
ride and on his the home of the late W. W. Hum-prise party Harts At Bridge Party
Ola was taken for a
-heart seem and fillies .of the. val- gumit of Tirnor --at -a. co-I.
Mrs,
,were:
present
Those
stone Hotel in Paris, Tenn.. was Williams, Miss Burdie Mauplh,
return home about an hour later, phries Sunday, August 29. At the
on her 14th birthday August 26
ley
Mrs. Harry Broach. Mrs. Wells Harried to Fred W. Sh:emaker, Mrs. Garva Gatlin, Myrtle Futrell, Walston. Mr. and Mrs. Gaylsn Trehour a bountiful dinner was
Mrs- Irtyfut is an_ attracti.ve youor wheo.iter meters. Mrs- Hill Gard- Overbey. end Mrs. George Hart superinterident of the Selant Shirt Ople McNutt, and three visitors, vathan, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bur- to his surprise he was surrounded noon
bride who is a senisit at Itttirray I ear and sirs. Maynard nagsdak were hosts at a bridge-tea at the factories in Paris, Tenn.. Sunday, Mrs. Bertha Reading. Frances Har- keen. Mr. and. Mrs. Maxwell by a group of his iiuptisa carryingi served.
unexThose present were: Mr. and
Walston. Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Wals- pails of water and given'an
Slate College,- intik 'at rune4'''enteirtiiined /or her. •
Overbey and Hart homes on West August 22, by the Rey. Cador Pen- mon and Katie 4Fooshee.
Fred Humphries. Mr. and Mrs.
or
hour
An
Mrs.
bath.
shower
pected
student
flood
pretty
popular
a
of
a
Mys
the
she
In
here
ton, Mr. and Mrs. Milton Walston,
Olive Street Monday afternoon. tecost at Dresden, Tenn. Mr. and
so later he was taken to the pond Charlie Orr, Mr. and Mrs. E. T.
and was active in the schoal ae- lies. penises were plaYed'eat the This party
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Walston, .,, the first of a group Mrs., Harold Ezell were the only
boys and Hurriphries. Mr. and Mrs: A. 0.
Woodman Circle Grove Initiates
. !awn and a scavenger hunt - enHe: borne was mauld
t'vitae,
---Goelaks Walsteth and Miss Lu- by a group of young
the hosts-have planned. Twelve attendants.
Nee Members
Alter delicious --refresh- tables 91... 4
ni
joyed
Oman
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Walston,.
cille
bridge were arranged
.
'blue
in
The .bride was dressed
served she many pretty
Mr . lAvais is the SUE ut, the late meats were
The Woodman Circle Grove 126 Jackson. Mr.,and Mrs. Nben Hop-41
-.-. with the edd numbered, tables at with aceeasorie.s They wi4 be ,at
----. •••
The
Overbey.
Mrs.
of
Joe ghat. and Mrs. Ryius He was gifts were opened.
home
the,
home in the Barton apartments._ inet August 3_1 for -its regular Isaias, Will Rob •Walstnn, Jeanette
Murray 'High - Thom present were:, Misses Mar- even tables were next door at Mrs. Paris. •
*sr-arils:and_ _Irian
meeting in the _Women's Club Walston, Anna Mae Trevathan, Joe
. • . ••
School and attended the - Morrie t a r3o-Crirse ---- atst Hale.
art's heene_s_...The players proRoom -with guardian Lois Water- P5.1 rpvhthan, Jamie -Trevathen.
Mary Frances Trevathan. Hilda
State College'ss-Be-Ineesbeer. ion; Martha Tarrner. Irene Watkins. gressed • from one house to the Mrs, George Phillips Entertains
field, in charge. Three new memsweated with .1:us father's genergl -Annie -Ise Gatlin. Alice Kuhn. othee. Refreshments Were served
bers were initiated as follows: Mrs. Grey Trevathan, Peggy June JackA household slihwer was given Lula Farmer, Voline Pool, a Mrs. son and a friend, Miss Nannap
deperhaest store for the past-three Norma Kuhn. Carrie Kuhn.' Char- in the garden at the conclusion of
Joe Parker, the game when the players joined in honor of Mrs. James Neale, of
aoahe. Tha-couple will be at horns- lyne. Dodd: Messrs.
Opal McNutt. Visitors 'were Mrs. Burkeen. 'Afternoon callers were
Fair..
Madisonyille. Ky., at the home of Meria Walston, and Mrs. Catherine Jack tiodd and Mr. and Mrs. Walwith about 40 tea guests. ,
tat the present with Mr. Ryan's Fred Gardners .. Thomas Ed
Herman
Farley.
C
K.
Kuhn.
Orvil
..
ter Ti'evathan.
mother on Main Street.
Mrs. J. T. Cochran...Mrs. Elliott her mother. Mrs. George Phillips, Andrews, of Dexter.
Fancy. find Wells, Tom Frank Wean Mrs. G. H. Scott, Mrs. Jahn Wednesday afternoon. August 25.
Garnett
Jenes.
Fewer. Geurge Ed
Many useful gifts were received
Hayride and Picnic
: OaheRudy
,Mrs. F. E. Crawford.
Is. Sempliment Visitors
Entertains
Hsod Jones. .1. Buddy farmer: • Mrs. N. P. Hutson. -Mrs.. W. H. by Mrs. Neale. She enjoyed hav- Miss Sue Purdom
-by getting your fall
saving
'
Take advantage of this
Guest
House
Her
A 'graup of young people enand Billie Nix
Ma- Ti. • • N
Whanell,"Miss Suzanne Snook, and ing her many neighbors :and
clothes ready this week:
•
joyed a hayride and picnic.. lunch
ys Seem& Birthday
tins iteM
Mrs. E. 3= Beale presided at the frieada.Corriplimenting her house gime,.
With Party
cleveiand. 'are sisitirat
were Miss Mildred Johnsonjus of Paris, at Pine Muff Friday night. August
Beim N
Delicious • refreshments
garden party.
•
20.
Boat rides and swimming.. high.,served by the host.
endliiiihetin Ur. and 'Mrs.
J a0( Farmer w
Tenn.. Miss Sue Purdom entertain- -thenTummy •Doran. little_ san of Mr.
Roads and
th,
Those present were Mrs. Wini- ed with a luncheon at her home were enjoyed.
score. prize.' Mrs.. (5. J. _Jennings
riis
enjoyed
•fand--1111as.-4:-C,--1;kanauri..
-sysi
Those who enjoyed the trip were:
and Mrs. Foreman, Graham Won fred Jackson. Mrs. Giles Buchanan, Thursday afternoan in College Ad,A wiusi second birthday With a pretty lawn
Nell Adams. Jameg .McClain.
vim &olds'
Mrs. 0.• B. Irvan. Mrs. Nalan Ma- ition,
Wilson
B.
J.
Mrs.
and
prizes.
travel
parents
at .the home of 'his
reta Lamb. Joe Wheeler, Ale han. Mrs. Johnie Carror Mrs.
Camietet the T-ennemee -River -atiParty
Covers were. laid for Miss MilSaturday received. the: cut prize.
Outland, Harold Brandon. Lei
-en the
Smith.
Dawson
Ah
Misses
were:
'speadial eomphinnist to.-theie
present
Fran_
Others
Mary
Miss
Johnsonias,
dred
.and afternoan from 4 to 6 o'clock. He
worm
•
Mrs. Kelty Woods Mrs. John ces tehesee Miss ..Madge Patter- Gray Gibbs. Frank Scarbrough, Re
wahel _krart_Appa Dietz
Many thunks far your jg.enessats._..p4trgotize ill
h. nth, "eon, -ear elscaneilk
,a,v um wens
_NAL
G1E5S--.- Eatlion` Walter's.
.Juliet Hollon.'Voline Poole. Clo- Bland. Mrs. .1, D. Overbey, Una son: Miss Jane-Bevy. - Miss, Haropening week.
L.
Tucker.
Paragan.
B.
Prentice
.ine
7'
,
▪ end el/if-Mien mi
Elizabeth Randolph. 'Lynn Valentine: Mrs. George Phil- riet Diltz Martin, Mayfield. KY,
hile Poole.
-*„. lilt-awl had n good tinse..plahing
Lamb. Frank Cochran, and H
orange'. Garrett, Evelyn Lian. lips,. Mr's. James Neale.
:
Br
Miss Blonoe Chambers. DetrOit,
gifts
the
and
toys
massy
hiss
ran,tind
put.sttd'
the guests.
Those sending frit* were Mn. Minh.. and Miss Mary Moore WIticla Icy Bucy.
Langston,
Why Pay More for Quality Cleaning"
brotight him for Ins birthday..- A Hazel Tarry. Neva Grey
"
'
Ada Diuguiti: Mrs. J. H. lItterback. son
long table dressed in pink and Judith M 7rgan.
.
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Hensley
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•
•
•
-safes:
McDermott,
Bob
Mrs,
-To
MissOdelte
As&
Bill
*wereMenleiess R. E. Broach_
white with nursery ehairs.:.P.I.aeq4
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Fifty-Seventh Birthday
.
.
%Cann. Hugh • Houston. Errett Woods, Mies. Virginia- arvan.
To Enjoy Outing Al
around it was the .center of at
• • • • •.
Mr. Oscar Rensley eelebrat
Langs0.
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mir. The ofhee-s ice cream The.ptiotagrapher rnade termatighni ett
the Murray..Womans Club will be th Reelfoot Lake this afternoon friends were present and • s:
Wilburt °attend.
_____den.
• , J H. JEtrench, held Thursday afternoon. Septems for a_ fish supper. They will take for the honoree many more years
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-meet. all. members th be present their Dictums in they' sat aroicaid
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Ben
.
• 'the new C. Ray stream- of happiness and health.
• in
ben 9. at three o'clock at the 'the trip
--traria because moving pictures pf the table.
A.
Whanell.
Meloan.
E. MAIN ST.
Those present Were: the honoree.
THOMAS REDDii.,N.'Flr
home-of Mrs. G. B. Sent,
A nice dinner was served. After
the Ilisembership will be made early
. with the line bus.
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members are.urged to be present
Miss Eldridge And Lavern
Racy Are Married
Jennings. Carlisle Cutchtn. Charles
Is
Nazareth R. Outland
•
Hire, Hobert ;Holland. Hermaal - _
•
and
Eldridge
Mis' • Lurlene
Miss
Honored With Fish Fry
Doran. •B. F. Scherffius. Preston
Lavern Huey-. popular young reela
4
p
Ordway. Wayl:n Rayburn. Foreman
A fish fry was held at Pine Bluff dents of the New Concord comGraham. Nat Ryan Hughes. C. S Monday • afternoon in honor of munity. were married by the Rev.
Lewin', Jae* Sharburougtn• si.• 11 Nazareth R. Outland, son of the R. F. Gregory. in Murray at the
Sexton. Jack Kennedy. Buren lete John Outland and nephe
parsonage Friday of last week.
Overbey. Clete Farmer. Ihiyd Gil- of Andrew W. Outland, whose They were accampanied by Prof.
bent. Maurice Crass. P. A. Hart. home is in Wewoka. Okla. It was -and Mrs. 0 M. Lassiter. of New
A. V. Havens,. M. T. Morris. Clea Nazareth Outlantrs first visit' ta Concord, and Miss Lena Mae Boyd'
Gillis Nester. Ronald Churchill. C-allSway --county in 26 years. His and Buck Bucy.
%%line Linn. Lavern Wallis. A. F sop, Reuben Outland • and wife, and
Mrs. Huey, while in New ConDoran. W. T. Sledd. Jr., and Rob his daughter. Mattileen • Outland. cord, High School, took an active
Mason.
are with him.
part in the choir. -singing, and in
•
The following persons were pres- dramatirs. and Bucy was a star on
Just as you efinstillt yallt darter
Mrs. Lassiter Honors
ent at the fish fry Monday: Naza- the basketball team of 1935.
when your health iseeencerneti.
reth R. Outland, Mattileens OutTheir many friends wish them
honored
Carroll
.
Mr.:
Lassiter
matlegal
when
sir your lauyer
land- Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Outs success in life.
_
-infra.
Cleve
Mrs:
W:Walker.
-fees pith be -fflareete& year
Ohio. with a luncheon at her home hued. Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Outhank is the logical place to bring
on West Olive street Wednesday land and daughter. Ruby. Mr. and Group Enjoys Outing
problems of a financial nature.
Near Martin's Chapel
.afternoon; Atiguat 25. The table Mrs- Burnett Outland. Mr. and
war: decorated with garden flow- Mrs. Alvin Outland and daughA group of people met Thursday.
Divestments and leans and sayter, Martha. and -son. Raymaaa,
- •
era.. for an all day 'outing
August 26ings are the business of-a bank.
Guests 'present were Mrs. Luther Mrs.•Mattie Outland. Mr. and Mr,.
near Martin's Chapel. A-bountiful
and at the HANK OF MURRAY
Robertasn and daughter, Dorothy, Raymond Colson. Rupert Outland.
you are asaared of the attentioa
Mr. and. Mrs. Walter Outland. dinner was spread at the noon
Mrs L. T. Jackaon, Mrs. Burros
John Outland. Mrs. Euple Thur- hour. The hours wer'e spent iii
ol a staff trained and experience
Waters. Mrs. CliffartisMelugin, Mrs.
games- and -conversation.
cal in the busine.s of banking.
Cali-is Butterworth Jones. Mih. man and daughters. Euva Nell and
Those included were as follows'
And in iaddititg to their. work
H. F. Walker, and Mrs. Carroll Bettie Jean Thurman. Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Parke.
Berry Lassiter. Mr. and, Mrs. Burin a professionIa.capacity, EXLino:eh
ton Lassiter._ •Mr. and Mrs. Roy Mr. and Mrs. Ben Pool. 'Mr.- and
TRA services are ale -is-, avail•
Lassiter and Harold Lassiter, Mrs. Mrs. Herman Hill. Mrs. Eva Hill
able here. The convenience of
4-II ChM Picnickers Enjoy
Lela' Outland and daughters. Floa awaking account. of bankGames And Swimming
rene. Dorothy. and Betty; Olivia
ing-by mail, of tountless perFifty 4-H Club members and 10 Barrow,...•Mr, and Mrs__ Elayron
sonal services are offered by the
is ariers par - parents were -pretsere "CMOS.
staff of this bank. For the -bet..t
CLY_dC.J.Ohe.. Evannelones. Craig
at the. _aisinnaL__4,11____hieh picnic
solution so Al.' tinancial prob7'.'
• •:
held Friday afterrinon at the Bare Outland. M
lem .. . ask your-bank Filth'''.
Picnic grounds in Murras
ut
•
between thb h:nrs of five and
•
•
sever:. ,
COMPLETE SERVICE' FOR
All the Latest in
Bt SINE as and INDIVIDUALS
Nineteen of the club member-,
Fashionable . . .
enjoyed "a swim in ..the.--Murra
peel between five, and six readock •
After playing refreshing „gameBEAUTIFUL FALL
st the. gthiiiidi Tor -awhile. :the 1
MODELS
reVelers spread a• detighthriatineh
eon -supper. The party broke ui :
* 14
'11 tlirosgl
in sizes from
soon ,after seven.
•
More than 100 .persons atici
-the - picnic. 'a similar tome'
year.
Mary Ruth Cochran, Patricia Ann
Broach. Lischie Fay Hart. Minnie.
Boone. Robert Glen Jeffrey, Betty
Ann Chadwick, Jean cern. Clegg
Austin. Dicky Coy, Howard Rogers. Bit Sled. Ann Rhodes.
• • -7 • •

OE Special Offer

Ends this Week on Suits and Dresses
Cleaned and Pressed 2 for $1.00.

MONDAY PRICES REMAIN
No Reduction!
- 60c STRAIGHT'

Todd. Mr. Sr
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Milburn Orr
Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs., Tom Hui
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Clothes...for...Junior!

Build, Remodel,
Repair

YOUR HOME!

Special Sale Beginning
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Bank of Murray
------Bigtrow to Take Care of You:
•
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STRQNG : SAFE
SOUND
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After 58 years in business Ryan's must sell out their entire stock of
Dry Goods, este.' ne store is full of fine quality goods in all departments ... SELLING AT PRiCES LESS THAN COST! Tell your friends
-about this great 'motiervszliiing sale•now going on at West Kentucky's
oldest Dry Goods Store. THIS LAST GREAT SALE WILL CONTINUE
.
OUT. Do.n'
---.A&LONC_,AS TI-1E GOOlilS WILD
.
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COME IN AND BUY WHILE THIS SEASONABLE
MERCHANDISE LASTS AT SUCH A SACRIFICE!
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FARMER-HART

•
W. Wallis Coal Co.

O.,

Our Entire Stock Must Be Closed Out
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THE LED(TER, &
Todd, Mr. and Mrs. La.ncY Hill
and daughter, Jo, Mr. and Mrs.
Milburn Orr and son, Pat Dale,
Mr. and Mrs. Lou Arnett. Mr. and
Mrsa, Torn Humphries, of Puryear.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Thompscat.
Puryear; Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
Hill, Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Lamb, of
Water Valley; Mr. and Mrs. Toy
Simpson, of Mayfield; .Mr. and
Mrs. Hollis Hill, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Hill, Mrs. Daisy Hill, Mrs. Johnnie Humphries, M. and Mrs. Tarlton Humphries and san, Jerry
Max: Mr. and Mrs. Hassel Humphries.
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Brandon,
rs. Dorothy Raker and son.
enn, Mrs. Genora Hamlett. Miss
Chester Humphries, Miss Exie Orr.
Mrs. Lathe Orr, Miss Inez Arnett,
Miss Jeanette Simpson; Stanley
Lamb, Harold Wilkerson, Eva Wilkerson, Colman Arnett, Katherine
Lamb. Martha Jane Humphries,
Buddie Humphries, Doyle Humphries, Rex Brandon, Edwin Brandon, Ray Howard Lamb. Joe Bell
Todd, Doris Humphries, Paul Brandon, Mary Edith Todd, Erin Todd,
Mary -Alice Myers, Mildred Lamb,
Ewell Orr, Elisha Orr.
Afternoon visitors were Mr. and
Mrs. O. T. Paschall and Cecil Paschall.

It

Enjoy Birthday Dinner
Friends and relatives' gathered
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Motheral Sunday, August 29.. in
honor of Mrs. Motheral and her
brother's, Heaare—Perry, birthday.-A bountiful dinner was served at
the noon hour. The afternoon was
spent in singing and kodaking.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Marvin Cook and children. Freeman and Ernest Elbert; Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Carter and children,
Ladine and Maxine ,Mrs. Laura
Murdock. Mr. and Mrs. Bob Wheeler. Mr. and MiS. nem Morris anti
children, Mona Mae and R. T.; Mr.
and Mrs. Audry Reeves and children, Glendale and Arco.
Mr. and Mn, Robert Adams and

daughter. Bobby June; Mr. and
Mrs. Jess McClure, Johnny Mae
Fox, Rudolph Wilkerson. Mr. and
Mrs. Willie McClure, Mr. and Mrs.
Smith Perry and children, Ruth.
Harold, Inez and Butler, Lily Melvin.
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Morris and
children, Lynwoed, Calvin, and
Jane, Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Moore,
Mrs. Emma Seuer, Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Wheeler and daughter. Joan.
Ruberse Johnson, Mr. and Mrs.
Parvin
Murdock, and children.
Juanita, Joyce, Dean, and Bobby;
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Mathis and children, Lucille. Mary Lee, and Masel.
Mr. and Mrs. Hezzie Perry and
children. Samuel, Maxine, and Vernon; Mr. and Mrs. Burie Reeve:
and children. Bonell and Wilda
Jean; Mr. and Mrs. Carrot Lawrence and sons, J: C. and Billy,
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence West and.
Dean; W. 1).
daughter, Meritta
Burnett, Mrs. John Taylor. Melvin
and'son, Jehn Larry; Russel Anderson. Love Ward.
. Ralph Grooms, Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Lawrence, Miss Nell Wilson, r Mrs. Hassel Poyner, Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Motheral, Ben Todd, Elvin Arent, Mrs. Jack Humphreys,
Miss Era Humphreys, Mr. and Mrs.
Wilson Pittman, Curtin Wtorkman,
Elmo Jones, Carnal Boyd, Mrs.
M. S. Perry. Mrs. 011ie MeAlpin
and sons. Kenneth and Ray; Mrs.
Merritt ,Motheral, Mr. and Mrs.
Motheral and
children,
Elmer
Ruelle and Thressa.
•

•
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CP

Given Surprise Birthday
Party
On Friday night, August 27. "Miss
Ruby Farris entertained with a
surprise party in honor of the
twenty-first birthday of her brother, Keys Farris.
After gam oi and music was enjoyed, a de
s' cake was served.
Those present •were Misses Mary
and Sarah Hargis, Miss Bernice
Elkint, Miss Frances Linville, Miss
Estelle Osbrone Misses Lavenia and
Faye Hendoh, and Miss Baby Far-

atenvirkeze.
MPERNOTRIGIDAIRE
1,1,1 witamisE
Prices
As Low As

$11450

ris.
Relph,Linville, George and Guthrie Osbron, Edward and Hardeman Hendon, Billy Hargis. Clifford Farris and the honoree
• • • II
Smith-Goodman Wedding
A wedding solemnized by County Judge H. H. Rayburn. of Marshall county. united Miss Roberta
Smith-.-end Ernest Goodman Saturday, August 14. James Dowdy
was the only attendant.
The bride, the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Manley Smith of near
Puryear, Tenn., wore as her wedding dress light blue with blue
and white acessories.
The groom is the son of Mr.
arid Mrs. Earl Goodman of Ashland, Ky., and is a member of
Murray C. C. C. Camp.'
After October they will be at
home in Avon Park. Fla., where
-the bride is employed at the present.
Best wishes are extended to the
young couple.
•

e • •

Clinic Hospital Notes
Billie Martin, Hazel, was discharged Thursday_ of last week
following a. major operation.
Mrs. Owen Billington. Alma, wes
treated last Saturday for a__ badly
lacerated arm.
Thrnntettie Morris, Mayfield, is
much improved after undergoing
treatment for typhoid fever.
Mrs. Mary Hicks was able to return to-her -home in Model. Tenn.,
following treatment.
C. W. Jones, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Elmus Jones, Murray. was treated
for a broken arm. C. W. ii employed by Calloway county.
Rafe Brooks, state _highway employee, was admitted to the Clinic
for treatment of ptomaine poison.
Mrs. Imes, Folevell, Murray.. was
admitted to the Clinic Hospital
Wednesday of this week for treatment..
Omer Wells is in'a serious condition at the Clinic Hospital.
Mrs.. Charlie Hopkins, Buchanan,
Tenn., is doing nicely following an
operation.
, Carlos Brooks, Dexter. was admitted Sundaay for. treatment if
ptomaine. poison.
L. D. Miller, Murray. was treated this week for injuries received
from a fall.
Melvin Elkins was treated this
week for an injured shoulder.
Carlos Hurt, Murray, was treated
this week for an injured foot.
Miss Gladys Cleytan of the
Methodist Hospital in Memphis
has been added to the nursing
staff of the Keys-Houston Clinic
Hospital.

Independence School
News

Easy Torms

ALL 5

MVRRA'e, KLN'TtirCKY,

firivit.q)ATA

1Oo 5 tttittittt

Oak Grove News i

Hospital News

i

News

Murray Route One

0.4

*.tel-ftet

C. L. Stansbury, Bullitt county.
reports a return of $20.50 per ewe
from sale of lambs and wool.

MOTr.L /RAMON

,

ViC esS RoLi RC. HOTiGRADY MANNING. Priaident
W. A. MANNING, Manager

,

Dater and Rates for Clover Crops
.College of AgriculA Kentucky
ture leaflet on clover crops gives
the dates of seeding the various
crops in that state and the amount
of seed to use per acre as follows:
Rye, August 20 to October -1, 6
to 8 pecks: wheat. October 5 to October 15. 5 to 6 peeks; barley. Augjust 20 to September 20, 6 to 8 pecks:
"crimson clover, July 20 to August
—129. 15 to 211-37Kiltads: ands _Vetch.
July 15 to October 15, 30 to 40
pounds.
This leaflet can be obtained at

I

'1:4a:TURINIER

-Mr. Hood in his address to the
meeting slieted that Judge Smith,
on August 13, in his final decision
in this case, supported completely
the election commissioners, ruled
that the election was legal and
valid in .every way. This decision was a great.-.victory for the
forces of law and orded 'in this
county, and the friends of temperance have every reason to be
encouraged. But for the ?appeal to
the higher court, no intoxicating
liquors could have been sold in
this county after August 25.
Now that the liquor crowd has
appealed, it will -be necessary to
meet the appeal as in every other
court action, and the Central Committee engaged Mr. Hood to represent them before this higher cLurt.
Also it was decided to organize
a "Vigilance Committee" in eveey
magisterial district of the county.
The Rev, A. V. Havens was continued as the treasurer of the Central Committee, and Mr. E. Lassiter, of the Bank of Murray was
elected Assistant Treasurer.
This appeal to the higher court
by the liquor Crowd, in which we
feel that the decision of Judge
Smith will be sustained, calls for
some expense'so the Central Committee are asking all citizens who
favor the enforcement of the law
to' make contributions as they, see
fit, and such contributions can be
left with Mr. Lassiter at the Bank
of Murray. '
This statement was authorized by
the Central Committee for the
reason that many thought that the
Local Option Election was of no
avail. Quite the contrary is true.
The temperance people have won
at every point this lime.—The
Central Committee, by J. Macis
Jenkins.

-In selecting a very limited number of medical men from over
North America to take an intensified course in Internal Medicine
in, the Harvard University for
about five weeks, beginning September 1, Dr. Edison D. Fisher. of
the William Mason Memorial Hospital was selected as one of that
number. Dr. Fisher left Murray
last week and is now engaged in
post graduate work in Internal
Medicine pt the Harvard School of
Medicine, Boston, Massachusetts.
Besides taking the post graduate
course, Dr. Fisher. before returning to Murray, is also' visiang and
observing in some of the leading
medical institutions and universities of the East.
During his absence. Dr. Fisher's
wife. Dr. Katherine Fisher, a
member of the hospital staff, is
carrying forward her work in the
local hospital and is Also answering calls among a number of her
husband's patients. The Drs. Fisher have gained many warm friends
in Murray and vicinity, since they
joined the William Mason Memorial Hospital staff, over a year
their graduation
ago, following
from one of America's outstanding
western medical colleges. When
Dr. Fisher returns from his post
graduate course, in Boston, he
will bring -into his special line the
very latest findings and method.;
of „Internal Medicine, apd the- patients of the hospital' wilt reap
the benefits of a progressive program followed at the hospital, in
keeping abreast with the West
developments in both surgery and
medicine.

SUPPER
There will bs a pie supper Friday, September 10, at Chestnut
Grove Schoolhouse. Everybody Invited.

It Pays to Read the Claialfieds

SHOE
REPAIRING
Try the new method
VULCO-SOLING
No nails, no stitches

Dutch's Shoe Shop
a

Boone Cleaners
Telephone 234

We Invite You to Inspect Our Plant in
OUR NEW LOCATION

South Side Square

and

FEVER
first day
Liquid. Tablets, Headache, 30
Sante, Nose Drops
111[Autes
Try -Rub-My-Tism"—World's Best
Liniment

Call Boone's for Faster Service

The

BIGGEST GREASING VALUE
You'll Ever Find Again!
Get Ready For The New Fall Season and The Autumn
Drives Along The Cool Pleasant Roadways.
Your Car Needs Lubrication For The New
Season. Don't Let Car Trouble Catch
You Unawares!
.0,.

New Shoes for Fall are
Arriving Daily!

COUNTY AGENT NOTES

At the meeting of the Temperance forces of Calloway county
at the First Baptist church last
Saturday it was decided to employ Mr. Hall Hood to represent
the Temperance forces of the
_county in the -case before the
—
Court of Appeals.

COLDS

JOHNSON-FAIN APPLIANCE CO

More Attractive Than Ever ... Prices
Not as High as Expected
Come in and Have a FIT!
•
OUR READY TO WEAR FOR FALL
BEAUTIFUL!
Priced LOWER
•
REDUCING STOCK
In Basement Department
Offering Lower Prices!
•

To the Citizens of Dr. E. a Fisher
Calloway County
Studies at Harvard

checks

riaimenpwAloriaicopei-Pa*

. .0THER
SOUTHWEST HOTFIS
5Ait.514C-:. Mgt. Sprmiti krt,no•;wk.

PA Gt Titttrt

Hoyt Jackson left for Chicaga
with his friend, Girstel Past-hall, ...eirtients admitted during the past
Thursday where he will remain-un- week to the Witham - Masen MernMeal Hospital:
Di Sunday,Everett Orr has purchased a
Bobbie Dale Rumfelt. Murray;
house.
Mrs. Chas. F. Edwards, Sharon.
Dorothy and Willie Orr visited Tenn.: Mrs. Errett C. Grogan,
Mary Katherine Morris Thursday Murray; Mrs. Paul Cunningham.
U. Mary Katherine is On. Murray; Mrs. Newton Farmer,
preying from a recent illness.
Waverly, Tenn.; Hubert Marshall,
Oak Grove School started Mon- Paris, Tenn.; Miss Valdy Taylor,
day and all the children are Buchanan, Tenn.; Henly H. Humvery happy.
phreys, Puryear, Tenn.; Boyd M.
Golden Lock, I am hopping all Pitts, -Murray; ,James R. Burton,
Hazel; Edwin Littleton, Puryear,
the time. but at work.
Rudolph Key is on the sick list Tenn.: Samuel Ed. Downs, Murthis week.
ray; Mrs. D. L. Paschall, Whillocie
Mrs. Charlie Wicker spent part Tenn.; Mrs. W. P. Lewis, Murray;
of the week with her brother near .Miss Ella E. Sills, Model. Tenn.;
North Fork. .
Mrs. L. T. Spaulding, Paris, Tenn.;
I in surely glad to here from Mrs. Fred L. Shankle, -Puryear,
"Old Maid" and "Old Eagle". 1 Tenn.; Mr's. W. a Sykes. Murray;
enjoy reading all of the letters. Baby Geraldine Outland. Murray;
Luise Rainer and Paul Muni in
Mr. and Mrs. Tancil Orr, are in Mrs. Hilton Hughes, Murray; John
"THE GOOD EARTH," next Thurs- from Detreit for a few weeks.
i R. Calloway, Buchanan, Tenn.: Mrs.
day and Friday at the.. Capitol
We are very sorry that Mr. Wm. P. Stearn Benton; Oscar T.
Theatre. -,
e.ea
Henley Humphreys remains unim- McCage. Hamlin; L. N. Paschall,
proved at the Mason hospital.
Cottage Grove,'Tenn.
the office of the County Agent.
Shirley Sue and Joe Maurice
Patients dismissed during the
past week:
Local Boys' Hybrid Corn Project Scarbreugh were honored with
birthday parry Saturday afternoon
Praves Success
Bobby Dale Rumfelt, Murray;
Sue was 8 years_ old and Joe was
L. N. Paschall, Cottage Grove,
The Utopia Club of Calloway 6.
Lemonade, watermelon, ,and
Tenn.; Mrs. Robt. Schroeder, Dexcounty, which has a membership of, apples were served. Thirteen were
ter; Mrs. Newton Farmer, Waver10 boys. put out ea the White preeent as follows: Jaunita Jackly, Tenn.; Miss Valdy Taylor, Bucfarm near Hazel, two acres of son, Willie and Ruby Orr, Marhanan, Tenn.: Mrs. Paul Cunningsingle cross hybrid seed corn. tha Nell and Sue Marris, Pauline
ham, Murray; 011ie Workman. MurThese boys have detasseled one Bililngton. Dorthea Jean Orr, Billie
ray; Hubert Marshall. Paris, Tenn.;
strain of this corn- and forced the Gene Paschall, Junior Underwood,
Baby Dorsey .Hutson, Buchanan,
pollination to came from the other. Billie Max Darnell, Royce Morris,
Tenn.; Baby Geraldine Outland,
strain, thus praducing a double Polk Morrow. and Charles Owen
,Murray; Mrs. -Fred Shankle. Purcross hybrid. W. C; Johnstone, Paschall: All reported a very nice
year, Tenn.; Mrs. .Wm. E. Weldon,
field agent in agronomy, of the time.—Grasshopper.
'Mayfield,
University of Kentucky,..estimated
that.the corn will yield 50 bushels
HYMON NEWS
Knight
to the acre. The boys limed and
phosphated this sail and will have.
Here are .Tillie and Mac again.
We had a fine, refreshing shower
excellent seed corn for sale next
so sleepy since they have been
year to the -farmers of Calloway today. We were- indeed glad to
going to ,the revival meeting at
see the rain fail. '
county:
Blue Spring. But don't guess they
Thompson
was
in
Murray
J.
C.
These same boys planted on their
are-' by thea-self from the large
own farms double cross Hybrid Saturday on business and saw a crowds that have been In attendneighlot
of
his
old
friende
and
seed corn and will grow it in
ance. 'They have had some splen•
comparison with other -corn on the bors
did services with. Bro. Long in
Miss Lurlene Eldridge. daugh- charge.
farm. -Reports -indicated that Hybrid corn isashowing evidence of ter of Mr. and Mrs. Otis Eldridge,
Enema Sills has been suffering
out-yielding the other varieties and Mr. Lavern Bucy were marseverely with an injured hand. He
and types of cora now produced ried Saturday.
has been under the treatment of
Pete Brandon is seriously ill.
in the county on the same soil
The Pine Bluff baseball team a, physician in an effort to avoid
and under the same condition.
blood poisoning.
.
When lespedeza came into ex- .met Hazel last Sunday at, the Bluff.
We know Mr. Tobe Mathis was
istance in the county farmers ot Pine Bluff was in the lead by sick Friday morning when he
Calloway were rather quick to ac- a score of 3-2 when the game was hung a fish that he estimated to
cept this new, clever and found called en account of rain.
"Popeae- met "Ole Eagle" Sat- weigh 80 pounds on a, line which
it very advantageous to their cropgot away. Boy! .a bet there were
ping system. It appears now that urday in Murray. Was very glad tears in, his eyes. Mr. Mathis and
Irabrid corn has the possibilita Of to meet the old fellow.
Some person. :turned out Mr. Emmit Sills will leave, for Misincreasing the corn crop of the
Burt's
fattening hog and drove it souri in a very short time.
county like the lespedeza has. InMorris Wilson left with his sisfrom the house and
some
distance
creased the hay crop of the counter. for Detroit Wednesday.
supposed
it
is
and
then
shot
it
ty.
The other day Mac came runthe culprit got scared and left it
Farmers interested in this neeo
there, When Mr. Burt came home ning in saying, "Tillie' if you knew
corn that 'is capable of produc- he- looked for his prize trig and what I had you would be getting
ing more Corn c.n the same soil,
found it dead with a bullet hole up_ from there.- Oh. what is it
under the same conditions than tho
mac? "The pictures we had made
through its head.
ordinary varieties Of corn are inBill .Lyons and Mrs. Tabers were at Wells Camp!" Boy, were they
vited to attend a field meeting at
swell!.
married Saturday. the • White farm across the road
I. guess folks wonder who Tine
What is'thematter with "Chatfrom Mason Chapel'Church nunsterbox"?
I -haven't, • heard from and Mac are but if they could have
day,- September 9, at 1:30, p. 7 ra.
her in a long time. I enjoy read- seen those pictures they wouldn't
Everyone is invited to come,
ing all .the good letters its the be wondering lung.
Well, we must go and leave the
•
Ledger as Tirrie&
'1.UCAS BABY, KIDNAPED"—
Will be with you 'again next folks guessing who we are.—Tillie
IS HAVENS' SUBJECT week.—"Popeye".
and Mac.

By Birdeen Duncan, Molene Peeler,
Beatrice Burkeen, Mary Frances
Jones. CharlIne Haley, Dorothy
Alice Burkeen, Laura Burkeen, and
for complete home refrigeration
J. C. Schroeder
"The Lucas
Baby, Kidnaped-.
Glen Burkeen a n d
1. GREATER ICE-ABILITY
William
Louise Burkeen returned to Khool wilt be the sermon subject of A.
STORAGE-ABILITY
2. GREATER
V. Havens, minister of the First
after a two-weeks' illness.
Here I am 'again after a short
Irvan, county Christian Church, at the Sunday
Virginia
Miss
3. GREATER PROTEC*-ABILITY
nurse
and
two other night church service. next Sunday. absence. I am glad to be with'
•health
4. GREATER DEPEND-ABILITY
ladies Visited our school last week. In announcing the sermon. Mr. you once more.
has been absent Havens said, "Once more mothers, The Women of this community
Schoader
ken
5. GREATER SAVE-ABILITY
trying to 'fill
for the past two weeks on ac- gasped as they read of another have been very busy.
Only FRIGIDAIRE has the
count of her mother's illness. Mrs. kidnaped child. However, this one all their fruit jars for the winter
was not taken fsr ransols. Why months.
Schroeder is recovering from an.
was it stolen? Therein lies a ser"Tillie- visited friends at Tice
operation at the Mason hospital.
mon behind the news."
.
Ridge the past week and attended
last
photographer
came
by
A
,Ctets Currant Cost
The service will' begin at 730. revival services at Mt. Pleasant.
week and made our pictures.
to Om Bono
Reusing congregational singing will
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Ray, of Cot
have
sixth
grades
The
third
and
aS
Jimplest refrigerar
ebuasry:i. .
be led by Prof. W. B. Moser.
Ne; i--t
• tage Grove, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs.
completed their health .books.
Mg mmhanLms ever
iIECiCu•bn:'raleyg/yFrtdaehael
"Emptiness." will be the ser- Jimthy Galliger, Dresden, Tenn.,
Bobby Joe Dunn, tete-Arias been
beiht Gives SUPERvisiting his grandpargette. Mr. and mon subject at the Sunday morn- Mrs. Wallie Bailey, Dresden, Mr.
DITrY at amazing
by "
ing worship service. The service and Mrs. Vrigie Lassiter and chil2-"creiand
saving. SEE THE PROOF
Mrs. Genie Jones for'the. past two
n;
:
wum
r :°min7' t
Quick
will Degire at 10:45.
'
dren, of Bell City were dinner
with an actual electric meter test.
months, returned to hist home • in
The Sunday School will begin at guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Princeton.
only
by
General
Motors
Frigidaire is made
9:30, led by Superintendent Geo. Claude Kemp. Other guests who
A vaudeville was green at our
S. Hart,
called during the afternoon were
school Friday and Saturday night.
The Junior Christian Endeavor Horace Suggs, of Detroit, Miss
Mrs. George Nanney is seriousSociety will meet Sunday night at Virginia Brent, Mayfield, Miss
at the home of her daughter.
ly
6:30 in the Sunday School audi- Vivian Kemp, of Detroit, and Miss
YEARS
TO
FOR
COMES
MONEY
Burkeen.
Mrs.
Lotbe
SAVE
•.:AND
terium. The Young People's So- Elizabeth Kemp of Murray.
Mrs. Lena Matey is ill with maciety of Christian Endeaeor will
Mr. and Mrs. Richard McNutt.
._
larial fever.
meet in the Young People's Parlor, Brent• Troy. and Angie Mary McWe gave_ a short program and
at the- .VITI1*! hour.
Nutt, visited in Louisville over the
spelling match Friday afternoon.
The Mid-Week meeting will be week end.
We certainly enjoy playing with
Murray,
Ky.
held Wednesday night at 7:30.
News is scarce so I will ring off
South Side Square
our new softball and basketball. for the present.—Tillie the Toiler.
Mary Alice Nanney and J. C.
Dairy improvement plans In
Chapman enter Almo school last
Webster county tall for the purBallard county homemakers this
week.
chase of five purelared bulls from year grew a large humber of
Our visitors for the past two
high-producing dams.
vegetables new`in that region:
weeks 'were as follows: Imo Dell
Burkeen,. Mr.'and Mrs. Rab Jones. •
Franklin Jones, Juanita Peeler of
Ripley. Tenn., Dorothe• Mae Scott,
Paducah, Jack Edward Henderson,
Arvin Hill, Fred Jones, James. Hill,
Byers
Duncan, Linville
Huie
Thomas Jones, Norman Hill, Jr..
'es
Detroit, Mich., James Burkeen and
others. .
The Independence baseball team
defeated Shiloh's team last week.

BASIC SERVICES
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We Have Installed A Brand New
MODERN GREASING OUTFIT -* ' Which Assures Car Owners of the Best
Possible Lubrication!
Dap't Forget Our

With r.vvrIV STATION

-

"Across From the College"

Super - Service Station
OF

1

Jackson Purchase Oil Co.
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Mr. Republican Administration several
Hughes,
Ryan
Nat
Mrs.
is
beenvibe—Rae
'Boyd
and
Pitts
receiving
Wells,
Monroe
Auburn
Hatcher were Suildar visitors or
pending .11111 vacation • with his treatment 'at the Mason Hoepital. and Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield, Jr., years ago.
*
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Vaugha.
agsks: ,
Mr. and,. Mrs. V. C. Wells. ingsburg, Ky., to stay for an in- Robert Williams. Mr. and Mrs.
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Murray Lumber Co.
Do pot street
-
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goes into effect. So don't wait too long to *re your
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And remember ... There are 2,000 pounds in every ton!
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MURRAY, KY.

Bisbee's &medians
.
WATER
-PROOF TENT THEATER

Tent Located

on the Phillips Lot, South 4th.

22
PEOPLE
22
Presenting Plays And Novelty Vodvil
-- FEATURING —

RU BE BRASFIELD
The South's Favorite Comedian
_

•
BeauIfuj Scenery and

ADMISSION:— 10c and 25c

,..orith
FREE
ADMITTED
LADY
ONE
each paid adult ticket

on opening

night.

ta,VELING ALONE A
adin

AS
•maiw
,,,
)
Altip
A
„
W

S.

LEN

-

11

tributestothe courtesy hospitality,
and luxury of the William 1Dn fbtel.

aety room has circulating ice rater
'arid electric fan. Finest-of food is
served in the beautiful coffee shop
Rates are °Ways low.
•

250 ROOMS

Dentist McDaniel, a native Calloway countian who for the last
seven years has been principal of
Oak ton and BeeTeriori High Sc'hooTs
in Hickman county, will leave this
week for Beelerton High -School
where he will take up has second
year's duties as pricipal "of that
school.
McDaniel is a graduate of Murray State College and hass done
graduate work at the University of
Kentucky.

Cole's Camp Ground

J3ennie- and Elizabeth Crouse - atCan
the
te,nded meeting -at
Groimd Sunday. Bro. Underhill
was the minister.
I am glad Eagle and Poop
Deck Pappy like my song. Probably I will sing you all one over the air some dily;--btW I non
guess you will think it is Lula
Belle when I do.

Here I am- again wins seine more
important news. Did I hear some
one say "it isn't so important to
me". May be it isn't. But here
it is.
The revival meeting that began
last Tuesday week carbe to a close
Bro. Coleman
Sun day night.
Over-by preached fine sermons each
night. Fine singing was enjoyed.
by the large crowds in attendances
Bro. Lee. Bro. Edward Curd, Bro.
C. L. Francis, and Bro. L. H.
Pogue attended the meeting.
Those who visited Mrs. Robert
Crouse who is ill at her home
-Cole's' Camp Ground- were
Mrs. Oren Vaughn, Five Points;
Mrs. Edd Hutson and son, Rudy,'
of Tennessee; Don Wilson, Mrs.
Stine- Oliver. -Ruble Fey
Mrs. Jesse ,Crouse, and Mrs. Guy
Moore, all from this neighborhood
Mr. arid e
Don Wilson visited
Mrs. Truman Oliver Sunday.. We
ale always glad for .hint to; visit 7
us. Mr. Wilson .doesn't get around
as sprightly as he once did, bemuse age has crept upon him, ills!
like it will you, and Mr.-.Wilson
says he was fourteen years old '
when the hanging of Pud Diggwas at Murray. • He says- his fie
ther was- there at the time. Iv
also tells us of some more thrill.
ing
adventures that • happened
years ago. The_ life of Je-.se James is, very very interestins
to the younger generation.
•

EXPERT WATCH and

dnd

with bath •m... UP
11 'ORDYk MANNIgG,.
W A mitismrtNn, MANAG.ER

•

JEWLERY REPAIRING

• Glasses •Fitted .

Work done at reasonable
tiffeeS-.—Estithates seven on
,..„-work mailed to us.

•
LENSES -or,

All work guaranteed

FRAMES

H. B. BAILEY

Duplieated

Kentucky

COOLED
By
REFRIGERATION!
I

TODAY and FRIDAY

SATURDAY

Pursuant to au—order of the-Board-of Direet
.1: W. Clopton & Company, a corporation of Murray, KY..
I, the underriigned, will offer for sale all the assets of
said J. W. Clispton & Company, consisting of tangible
personal property and notes and accounts receivable. The
tangible personal property consists of the following:1 roll top desk and chair, 1 standing desk and stool:
2 chairs, 1 adding .machine and stand, a floor trucks, 11
feed platforms. 2 feed bins, 2 feed racks, 1 roll oil paper, 310 Sales nooks, 2 floor scales, 1 swingineicale, 2
tables1.125 feet half-inch rape, 157 new egg. cases (fix
up),-4.14-new egg cases (no fillers), 48 old egg cases, 8
decks' for chickens, 30 wire coops, 97 wood coops, 9 bundles egg es. ends,2_bundles, egg cs. sides. 2 bundles egg
es. centers, 11 sets fillers,---50111,cuP flats, 1 spray, 1 egg es.
maker, 2 egg candlers, electric fan, 25 lbs. egg sc. nails,
6 bbls. 1 feed bbl:, 1 stove, half ton coal, 40 ft. garden
hose,2 brovns, hammer, saw, shovel and scoop, 1 Intervreez: trackf 2 tatop4711ifta.-:: The
notieriAli bristle,
fit te $2,198.41T.
notes and accounts weeiN:--able
same may be inspected at- my office.

Said property will he sold at public auction to the
highest and best bidder upon a credit of three (3) months
with gond security to be taken for payment of the .purchase price, but with option to the purchaser to -pay cash
if he so ckesires..Said sale will be made at the office of
J. W. Clopton & Co,mpany. located on Maple street between First and Second Streets, in* Murray. Kentucky, on
'the 14th day of. Septem,ber, 1937, at 2 o'clock p. m.
Don't forget the time and - place: At the office of
cQmpmtfly,ep'Tternber TT iV7', at
J.' W. Clopton
o'clock p.

GEORGE HARIS

LONE MAN
rt-JUSTICE
,17

storrms,

CHARLES STARRETT
web Barbara Weeks
Screen ploy by Pool Perez
0.rected by Leon Boisl,a
A COltrAWA PICiVar

HAL
R OACH
mi
ceive
;respn•.;

MIDDLE LIFE

•

FISTS POUND 0,„N FLESH AS
THRILL PILES ON THRILL!
Petri. B. Kyne's

As slick as a top hat
is this uproarious new
type of tun show! Even
a comedy camera goes
gay as two spooks on
the loose.change a
timid soul into a rorfiping Romeo!

tteiback School

Extensive vaccination prevented
the spread of hog cholera in CumBy Aline Wilson
We are now in our seventh week berland county.
of school. We are still playing
We lost a game last
softball.
Strength During
Thursday • with the independent
team of this district.
a H. Ws. Wilson. Perry Calhoun.
and Edward McMellen have their
Strength is extra-important for
bird houses completed.
women going through the change of
hava
grade
The first and second
life. Then the body needs the very
best nourishment to fortify it against
made individual picture books.
We are planning a program for the changes that are taking place.
In such cases, Cardui has proved
our mothers September 10.
helpful to many women. It in
Verdean Bogard. Maxine Lampscreases the appetite and aids digeskins. Bobbie Joe Jackson. and Joe tion. favoring more complete transBurgman of Raymond. Ill., were formation of food into living tissue,visitors to our school last week. resulting in improved nutrition and
We had our pictures made last building up and strengthening of
week and we received them today. the whole system.

Havens' Degree Is
in Psychotherapy

-A. V. Havens, Minister of the
was
Church.
First. Christian
among thew who received graduate degrees from the University
of Kentucky,at the Sumnier CornInenc.ernenta last -Friday afternoon.
Dorothy and Elizabeth ^MT ited Mr. Havens' works.*as specialized
the school at Spring Creek Fri- in the. field of . psychotherapy
(psychid . treatment). ,The thesis
day.
open which he submitted was "PsychoCotten is beginning to
now Guess 'it won't be long un- therapeutic Procedures and Their
Masters esegree
til there will be some broken He-Stilts." s The
whieh he received was conferred
backs.
Mrs. Thelma Armstrong. went to at the conclusion of three years
Mt. Pleasant to be at the funeral of graduate work in theology and
psychology during - which time he
of a relative, Hastel Garner.
I was very much surprised to also completed the residence rehear of the Wedding of ' Otis quirements for the degree ot docBrown and Robbie Skye's.. I -went tor:of philosophy. Mr. Havens anto school where Otis James and tends .to finish his thesis for that
degree in about 18 months or fess.
Irene did at Macedonia.
Roney Wilson has been laid off He is at present, -along with his
again from lag tiaark in Paducah regular church - work, seeking to
perfect a tremograph to be used
for awhile.
experimental
the
obtaining
Rev. Fred Chunn will begin a n
meeting at Benton 'the 29th of material for the doctor's -thesis.
August.
With reference to his work, Mr.
—"Sweet Pea".
Havens remarked,.-'.'T-he church has
never yet had a riatisfactory approach to the heating ministry of
ICE CREAM SUPPER
Jeses. I believe I have found aThere 'Will be an ice-cream .sup- ratienal,•scientific answer to Jesus'
per -at-----Blakely- School Saturday prophecy, 'The works that' I do
night. September 4 Everyone is shall ye do_ evert greater.' "---cordially invited to atttend.
Havens. ree&ved his A., B.
degree from. Transylarania College
county
Taylor
W. F. Shreve. a
in 1927 and his B. D. degree from
farmer, received $487 for lambs the College of The 'Bible in 1929.
and woe' from 32 ewes.

COOLED
By
REFRIGERATION!

The separate pieces 'Of tangible personal property
will be offered separately or in convenient groups, the
notes and-accounts receivable as a whole or in a separate
'group; afteif which all of the property, including tangibles and notes and accounts, will be offered as a whole'.

-yes.4
The unquestioned preference of v
• wanen who trovel is car-ofthe finest

ma

Lynn ,.Grove School

Notice of Sale!

Other Peoples Business'

:es

McDaniel Goes to Hickman County

Around Paschall
School

A buy got a day-book and gun
The revival meeting closed at
By Frances Fuqua
Christmas. He wrote in his diary:
Pleasant
Presbyterian
If 0 u n t
'Snowing, can't go 'rabbit huntina
Coldwater Junior High School Church last Saturday night with
neeere her--Us- -still- showing, --ean:t opened- Monday morning. Au
go rabbit huntin' so I accingentall 23. Lloyd Creason„ of Washing: e results of a fine meeting. There
ly shot grandma." So I wrote in ton. D. C., made the opening ad- Were quite a number of pronessions and additions to the Church.
my day-balk ''July a dry month. dress on "Education."
"Uncle" Sid Winsor has improved
August awful dry month, shot
We appreciate very Much the In
health enough to return to his
Grand-mar'
B.
E.
Mr.
Adarna,
presence of
from the Chine' Hospital,
The tent. Pogue-Nicholson re- member of the Calloway county •Wane
•
vival will close at Coldwater Sun- School Board, also Mr. Will Sledd, and we are surely glad.
day with an all day service.
Mrs. Loa Nance and daughter
our trustee.
I saw Pine
We welcome each patron to visit Mildred, and Miss Lottie Mae KuyBluff's 'Popeye' us from time to time as the school kendoll were week end guests of
Mrs. Nance's -sister. Mr. and Mrs.
that continues.
He -said
Eighty-two studens were enroll- Fred Orr. Mildred and Lottie Mae
Harris Groves
Popey-e must ed. Several more pupils are ex- had a big-- smile on their pretty
jU st
politely pected as soon as the tobacco is faces from the thoughts of, starting
change • his housed. Mr. Watson enrolled 23,• to school Monday, August 30.
Haughtie, that fine little wife
anom-de-plume" Mr. Hurt 28 and Miss Jones 31.
We have organized two societies, of Hollon Byars, killed a chieken
because he has
the first claim, which have not yet been named. far Hollon Sunday Morning, and
notice that so I win call them society No. I got afraid before Hellen quit eatthere are two J. and No. IT. Officers for Society ing that she would have to Call
T. Cochrans, two Tom Smiths, No. I are as follows: Sponsor, Mr. the doctor for him or stand him
three Elbert Lassiters, and only one Buford Hurt; president, Ophelia In the pond one. In fact, he dad
"Ole Eagle" in the county. If any Sanders; - vice-president„ Gracie quack a few thnes.
one bobs up And assumes my name, Nell . Waldrop; secretary-treasurer.
I guess everyone around here
Anna Fay Adams: softball captain, is about through canning. It seems
he gets shot! .
Hubert Bazzell; helper, Miss Nellie like most
of the women have their
I saw Elmus Heuston in town
Ruth Jones,
cans full. But drying apples and
Saturday afternoon. I said . "How
chosen for Society No.
Officers
come old age pension checks are
peaches seems to be taking the
II are as follows: Sponsor, Mr. Rex
not here yet 'Aug, 280" He said,
day now.
,
Frances Fuqua;
"The state- had to prepare 40.000." Watsdn; president._
'Miss Ethel Iras-ehZT stient last
Frances
Ile
Stevens:
vice-president,
Elmus and Verbal Yates did faithweek with her niece." Mrs. 0.. T.
Staria„Heil Ad.
fiat tedium-- work oil 'TtwWest secretary-treasurer,
Paschall Mrs. Paschall has been
softball captain, C. B. Chrisams:
Side preparing and sending in apin ill health for some time but as
tenberry; helper, Miss Nellie Ruth
plications for old age assistance.
much improved at this writing.
Jones.
Hurrah for them and Gov. A. B.
Mr. and Mrs. Holton Byars
the students of Coldwater
,
W
Chandler for their brave deeds of
school wish to express our apnre- motored to Mr. Byars' sifter! Mrs.
mercy. John Clopton and Others
elation to Mr. Watson and Mr. Odie Morris, of Teen., last week
rendered valuable help in this
Hurt for the redecorating of our to get some peaches. Little Windell
.
most worthy cause..
stage- and te the county for the. Smotherman and Mrs. Gleaner
Had a message irom my dear new floors and windows.
Byars accompanied them.
friend, John M. Meloan. editor of
The pie -supper at Paschall School
Department of Finance, etc., of
last Friday- night went off nicely
Frankfort, Ky. Listen, John Mac,
with a large crowd attending and
mail matter directly to "Eagle"
the pies : sold fairly well,
The Lynn Grove auditorium was
Murray, Ky, T. Waldrop. posts,
-aGoldenloW
master, and Bill Whitnell,: mail completely filled on the opening
•
23.
August
There
Monday.
school
carrier, know exactly to. whiun and of
A recent geological- survey of
patrons,
of
a
were
number
large
where I get it. John insinuated
Kentuckystates that about 12 graduates, and , friends 000.000 cubic 7ards .of limestone
tnat I pall off big stunts in Ledger former
present.
& Times. When he was editoe
have been disolved to form the
The opening day program was Mammoth Cave of Kentucky
a Murray newspaper just 40 years
ago dear' Tom tAa-cap-tandun-vul- as *follows;
Community singing.
gus. Ad-finem), one time he stayDevotional, Rev. Harold Howard.
ed all night at Jake Lassiter's, who
Vocal Trio, Mildred Swann,
married, his aunt Frenie C!ayton.
He forgot and left his vial of snake •Odine Swann, and Tennie Wilson
medicine I?) at thin horse stable Rogers.
Address, Well's Overbcy. county
which cured Aunt Fronie of bad,
severe case of heart attack in 10 attorney-elect.
Herron.
Ann
Reading, Miss
minntes and Uncle Jake a "Prohib". 'Thy sweet tender love has teacher of English.
Announcenlents.
won my heart, and rn never ..
The enrollment for the first day
Spit in a snaaie-s. mouth they an
of school is as follows:
say and it will die instantly. I
Mrs. Arnett's room. 42; Mrs.
believe it. without trying it. If a
Dodd'a room. 42: 1Vlias Swann's, 41;
man tells me his mule will kick I
Miss Miller's, 42: seventh grade
_
believe it without trying it!!
20; eighth - grade, 28; ninth &Tide,
':Walk into my parlor said the
.10: tenth grade, 39; eleventh grade,
spider to the fly, Portiest little
19: twelfth grade, 20. The .total
parloe you ever did spy—Eagle'
enrollment for the hew school year
is 303.

Stage Settings-

_ OPENG PLAY

Ills

Coldwater Junior
High School

I

90 RIOTOUS MINUTES OF LAUGHS

SEPTEMBER 6, 7, 8!

IN A BIG

Stella Gossip

a

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

Roland youNg•
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•
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FOR A WOMAN'S WHIM!
At last!-the hlating rentanord1giam
mous Josh Mansfield and flashing
Jim Fisk, reek
less titan who
(ought hIS way to

GEORGE MURPHY
A JOHNSON
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NEXT THURSDAY and FRIDAY

throne st

Hers was the most
expensive
the world/
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S. Pleasant Grove

age and Mrs. Shannon Pits and
Mary, Leslie Ellis. Mrs. Flrirrie
Stark and daughter.

SERVICES ARE HELD
FOR HAZEL MATRON

Mr. and Mrs. Bob Orr 'and
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Nesbitt and
daughter, Mrs. BillIngton (formbaby, st! Detroit. Mich.. and
Carl- Sralth of Cievetand. Ohie, erly Miss Treases and son who
have, been visituig relatives here. ales.
• ,VaMesla Saturday 10 elaltrelatrma
among whom are Mrs. 011ie Nes- will rieturn to their hontes in Debitt, their mother and grandmother. troit the first of September.

----sGuthrie

Is Dead
After Illness of Only
Few Days
Charlie

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Erwin.
Mas. Hub Dunn, T. W: and Cully
Mrs. Fannie Dunn Guthrie, wife
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Erwin. Mr. and
Nesbitt and families.
Mrs of Charlie Guthrie, died Thursday
Mrs. Ivan Guthrie and the writer, Mrs. Emmet Erwin. Mr. and
morning at her home in east
of this vicinity, and Prof. Vernon Bob Orr and their families atHazel after only a few days' illErwin
reunion
at
Bob
tended
the
James, principal of liaret High
ness. She was a fine Chrietian
school, .attehded a
temperance Nettle Park. Paducah, Saturday.
T.
W. Erwin and family and Mrs. woman loved and admired by betMeeting at the FAIL 11aPIISI
Chusdi ca.-Muff-ay-- last Saturday Ellis ..Paschall and baby remained many friends.
She leaves one brother. Marion
• afternoon. 'Though the legality of over Saturday night and Sunday
the prohibition vote. on June 2t1 to visit'with relatives among whom Dunn, and one eater. Miss Ira
'were Mr. and Mrs. Riley Gunter. Dunn several(step-children and 3
%vas called into question by bigA good attendance was' reported large number of friends.
writers. accordiag to statement's
at the cottage prayer meeting serFuneral services were held :tom
made there in -an able address Jay
vice held Saturday at the home of
the 'Hazel Methodist Church Fri-ao County Attorney Hall Hood whe
Mr. and
Mrs. Car Humphreys. day 'afternoon with the Bro. W. A.
".,deserves much credit in court as:
Prayer services will be held Sat- Baker, of Gleason.
in
Tenn.,
Sistance in -maintaining the legality
urday evening. September 4, at charge. Interment was in the
• of the recent local _option election,
with the _help of Mr. Hood and the home of Mr. and Mrs. Cuiley Hazel Cemetery.
Nesbitt's.
•
the wide .awake•minikers of MurPallbearers were. active: C. D.
ray. who, with others are assisting . Mr. and Mrs.° Wilson, who ar- Paschall. Audrey , Shrader, Jake
in the final round up of test in rived, August 21 to visit their Mayer. T. S. Herron. C. W. Den_Supreme Court, the dra forces of grandparents. M. and Mrs. Tom ham. and Mr Platt.
Honorary.
CalloWay county will be „winners. Erwin and ,others. visited relatives Mrs. Nola Whitnell. Mrs. Berdie
The'Rev: J. Mack Jeitkineamade of Me Wilson's a few days last Platt. Mrs. K. G. Dunn, Mrs. Alice
a statement of a remark he heard week—ire Arkansas. Mrs. Wilson Jones, Mrs. W. E. Dick. Mrs. Mary
as formerly Miss Briensburg.
.waich is complimentary to CelloWilson, Mrs. Willie Denham. and
Galloway- of
Aspermont. Mrs Bogard.
Way county officers who)
-iave of- 'Sam
Tex..
`visited
with
his
niece.
Mrs.
the
-in
eciurthouse_
'lent one . of those Officers would Willie ilrandon: and _family' last
Jack Kelly Resigns
drink a __bettle of _beer" Two ef Tuesday and- Wednesday.
Jack Kelly. who has been in
Billie
Burke
Wilcox.
of
Hazel,
7-41iose:'.offieers. Mrs.'Neale and M. charge of the agricultural work in
0. Weather, were reared an this Was the guest of Mary Ellen Bran- Hazel. High Schosl for the . Rest
vicinity.
don of this home Monday
Thank. you!
three years has resigned. His res:
Zuesda y.
•
ignation goes into effect at once.
Mr. and _Mrs. Holmes Ellis. of
The three days' meeting closing
Mr. Kelly will go to Kingston. N
Lone Oak. visited their uncle and
Sunday at Providence Primitive'eC. where he will take up the
aunt.' Mr. and Mr; Duncan Ellis.
Baptist church, was an enjoyable same,classof work near that place
'last Sunday. s Tee Rev. .and Mts.
occasian.lo many.
He anta.Mrs. Kelly left Wednesday
W. A. Biker. Gleason, Tenn.. callMr. anci,Mrs." Goeble Scarbrough for their'hew home.
ed at this 'home Thursday - afterand
Sanely
'attended
the
birthday
noon.. .Sorry Mrs. Ellis. who has
aortal of Miss Dorothy Carrawnya.
• Girls Outstrip Boys.
been bedfast sevetal weeks, is havlast Wednesday night.
Mrs. Floyd Fudge entertained
ing 'chills, but hope she may soon
Preaching services will be held her Sabbath -school class of else.
be improvine.
here next Sunday at II . 2. m. Oa
It was with sorrow Thursday that the pester. K. G. Dunn. Mrs. Elzo children in her home on August
we learned of; the death di - Mrs. Gupton will' hold prayer meet- 28 and 29. Games and contests
Charley Guthrie. of Heel.. She ing sertices ur the evening just were given of which the gtrls_outstripped the boys 3-1. The children
was - a fine Christian Woman. ' ,he after Epworth League program.
enjoyed the good eats and. interwas reared near Crossland and in
esting stories told by: their teachttue:I- stribtslayasswilikaato leadma
..li_PayikloNelld Ilse. Clappifieds.._ er._ Mrs, ktilies_
s
member of. Lebanon
-a fafbily of seven chil&CC Miss . Notice of Dissolution of
_Wives Stage Walkout And Ride
Onie Dunn and Mason Dunn surJ. Vif. Clopton & Co.
To Reelfoot Lake
4—"7efre, She was an aunt of Mrs.
On Tuesday of last week, a
•
Jim Otr and Asher and Chester
Dunn of Pleasant Grove. .
•
All persons is ill take notice that bunch of trett housewives of Haze:
An incomplete list -of -Use per- the corporation known as J. W. staged a walk out tor. rather a
sons from this vieinity who at- elsopton & Company. of Murray, "rideasuri on their husbands for
Kentucky. i• incline up its busitended funeral services for the ness and purposes immediately to a little open-air trip of their owa.
- Commanding some of the family
Rev. W. P - Prichard. former pas- dissolve.
cars, they set out for West Tentor: were Mrs. Manervia Orr.'Clay.All person-, holding elainas against
. the corporation M ill file same at nessee's most famous playground.
ton Orr. Mr aria-Mis..Bert MooreMr. and Mrs. Waiter Moore..MeS. once is it h J. W
lopton. the sec- Reelfoot Lake. and spent two days
of enjiyable picnicking. boatridLetha,Brandon arid daughter. Mrs_ retary.
mg, and general merriment before
Orr and children. Mr. and Mrs.
Done by order of the board of returning home to
their more than
Curt Brandon, Mr and Mrs, Lucian directors., this August 26. 1937.receptive husbands.
4t
Adams and delis:titer. Sess Ruth 1. L. Veal. Vice President.
• Those making the trip were Mrs.
0. B. Turnbow and sons. Bob and
0 B. Jr.. Mrs. Hazel Jenkins. Mrs.
H. I. Neely. Mrs. Owen Brandon
and -sons. Ted and Max. Mrs. Gertie Grubbs. Misses Maude Walker,
Pearl Thompson. 'and .Evl Perry.
The Only Place to Buy Your GAS CHEAP!
and James Marshall Overcast.

OVERBY'S CASH GROCERY

Mr. And Mrs.- Cooper Honored'
-The Only Place You Can Have Your Radiator
Filled With ICE WATER!
One and a half Mies- out from Murray
Ht.111on Highway '-

in

Try a package of my Guaranteed Coffee
at I7c and 20c

and

THANK YOU
.-CLoSSLADO

Mr. and Mrs. Brent Casper were
honoredwith
a • miscellaneous
shower on August 28 at the home
of Mrs. J. W. Charlton. A number of nice: useful gifts were received and
appreciated by
the
honorees.
Those present were Mrs. Mettle
Adams, Myrtle Adams, Mrs. Willie
Cooper. Mrs. Evelyn Cole. • Mrs.
Dolly Haley. Mrs. Coil Phillips
children. Mr. and Mrs. Brent Cooper. Mrs. Deck Steely and- children,
I
Mrs. Nan Adams, Ruth Adams,
air Mrs.
Ophus Grogan. Mrs. Pearl
., Brandon, Mrs.' Lucile Grogan.
Mrs. Homer Charlton, Mrs. Everette Adams. 'Mrs. Hafford Adams,
Dorothy Adams, Its Grey Nesbitt.
Mrs. Toy Brandon, Mrs.'James H.
Wells. Mrs. Letha Brandon. Mrs.
Hafford Orr. Mrs. Willie Brandon. Mr. and ". Mrs. Palmer
S.
Arnett. Inez Arnett, Mary Eliza-

OVEFtBY

e

If you find yourself
on th• way to Chicago
Without advance reservations -do not worry
s bit... Go straight to
/fatal Sherman serene
ly confident of a gracious welcome and an
eager desire to assign
you, cheerfully, to th•
best room in tits howl's
at whichever jiric•
you specify.

AT HOTEL

SHERM

, WOO ROOMS
*1700 BATHS

home Sunday night and
Mrs.
Peeler and Peggy stayed over for
3 short visit.
Mr*. J. H. Thurman. at Murray,
was in Hazel Saturday to visit
relatives and friends. Mr, and Mrs. Charley Linn
were -in Paducah last- week to
visit and transact business.
The following out-of-town perattended the funeral services
for Mrs. J. M. Flippo who was
buried here last Saturday: Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Smith. Mrs. Tom
Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Will Parker,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Meyers, Mr.
Marcus and J. Skinner of Granite
City. Ill.. Mr. and WO. Otis Edmonds, Kansas City, Mo.. Mr. and
Mrs. Art Myers. Granite City. Mrs,
Sid Armstrong and Mrs. Bruce of
Mayfield.

sons

Mr. and Mrs. Homer Cole were
Paris visitors Monday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Ray of
Detroit. Mich., spent last week in
Hazel visiting relatives and friends.
Jethro Maddox.. Bruceton. Tenn.,
was in Hazel Thursday as the
guest of- his sister, Mrs. Floyd
Fudge, and his aunt, Mrs. John
Shirley.
Mr .and Mrs. Dewey Guthrie of
Detroit are in Hazel this week to
visit relatives and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. "Lenord .Outland

re the happy parents of ---1 --baby
girl at the hone of Mrs... Outs`
land's mother, Mrs. John mcLeisd.
.Mrs. Eunas Lassiter and children of Paris, Tenn., spent from
Thursday until Sunday with, Mrs.
Marion Wilson in west Hazel.
Mrs. W. H. Miller, Mrs. 0. E.
Turnbow, Miss Eva Perry. Mrs. H.
I. Neely. and Mrs. ta. L. Peeler, of
Nashville, Tenn.. were. in Paris
Monday afternoon and epent a few
hours . visiting Mrs. William Hull.
- George Elbert ,Freeman of Nashville was in Hare! Sunday to vieft
his wife and children who are
making their home with her father. W. D. Kelly.

Adventist Bible Class Meets
The regular meeting was _held
in the Seventh
Day Adventist
Church Saturday morning.
The
Bible school convenes at te o'clockf011owed by the 11, o'clock service.
Elder Ruskjer, superintendent of
Mason Memorial Hospital. conducted the service. He gave a, very
lucid explanation of Dan. 7:2,5
You are invited to attend these
services.
Little Miss Jane Ann Melton,
Hodgenville. Ky.
. who ilea been
speticling sometime with her grandparents. Mr. and Mrs-. Jake Mayer,
had her tonsils removed at the
Mayfield hospital Monday. • Mrs.
F. G. Melton. her mother, is witn
her.
Mrs. Flank Hudson. .of Meshyule. Tema,
in Hazel this week
to visit her parents, the Rev. and
Mrs. A. M. Hawley.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Craig
and little., daughter, of Detroit.
Mich., are here on their vacation.
visiting- in the homes of their
parents. Mr. and Mrs. sloe Wilson.
Mr.'and Mrs. John Craig and other
relatives and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Stubblefield have as their guest's Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth
Stubblefield and
family of Michigan. Wells Stubblefield of Detroit.. and Richard
Stubblefield . of Oxford, Miss,
Miss Reba Dunn is confined to
her bed in west Hazel this week
with illness.
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New Concord High
School

School opened Monday, Aug.
with a very entertaining program as follows:
Song-.."America".
. Scripture Reading and Prayer.
the Rev. A. M. Johnson.
Special S Musicals-Number, Trio,
Miss Dot Currier. Miss Frances
-beth - Brandon.- Mrs. Robert --Bran- Amelia Waters, Miss Mary Frandon. Mildred Armstrong. Carrie ces Perdue.
Hart, Mr. and Mrs. Dave Myers.
Talk, R. H. Falwell, Sr,
Angeline Brandon, Genella Bran:
Musical Number, Trio.
don,. Mrs. Sans Smotheseban. Mrs.
Taiks, by faculty and patrons.
Beckham -Cooper and son. Jeraid
Mr. Falwell made a very help..
Don. Mrs. Walter Moore. Hilda ful and inspiring talk to the stuGrey Brandon, Paul Brandon, Mrs. dents. The subject of his talk was
Julius_ Cooper, Mrs. Hubert Orr, "W-A-T-C-H". He let each lette,Mrs._ Myrtis
Humphreys, Elsie represent a • helpful word as, folHumphreys. Mrs. Rav Cooper and lows: W—words: - A—action; Tachildren. Delight and Wildy. Mrs: tongee: • C—character: H—habits.
Hafford Cooper and children.
A large number of patrons were
Mrs. Minnie McCullough. Mrs. present for the opening exercises
Ellie Paschall and daughter. Ernes- and we invite them back to visa
tine Radford, Mrs. Minnie Winnie with us,
Jackson, Louise Paschall. -Mary
The enrollment fhis year is as
Ellen Brandon. Garrett Orr. Mrs. follows: First six grades. 70: sevTed .Latimer. Mrs. Jack Newport,. enth and eighth grade. 27: four
Ila s Nell Nesbitt. Mr. and Mrs. high school grades. 69. . Total for
Will
Cooper. Reba
Crittenden, the school. 166.•
.
Hilda Scarbrough and Mr. and
The girls and boys. have AssetMrs. Joe Charlton.
ed practicing softball. ' They have
Those sending gifts were Met. only one game scheduled for _this
Harry 0
—Ter, Mrs, George Cole, season, but plan to get others.
Mrs. Medina Latimer. Mrs. Donie
The senior class bought their
Moore. Mrs, Grace Ore, ',dab Orr, class rings last Frida4 from .HerffMrs. • Goeble
Scarbrough, Mrs. Jones Co. .
•
Lucile Grogan. Sadie Nell BranA orange thing with our enelsn, Lucian Adanls. Mi. and Mrs. rollenent for this year is the fact
Goeble Cooper, Mrs. Amy White, that Dna* are 16 beginners and
Modest Brandon .and Mrs. Roy 16 seniors. We hope to have She
Brandon.
16 beginners of 1937. as the senior
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Linn had
as week end guests Mr. and Mr:-;,
Ciels Ross and daughter, Wanda
Sue of Louisville. Mr and Mrs.
George Hughes and children of
Puryear. and Mrs. Nancy Martin
and daughter. Coleene. of South
Bend. Did.
•

p.

class of . 1949.
Saturday night, Sept. 11: there
will be an ice cream supper, at the
high school.' ,Start making your
plans to come and have a big
time.
It

Aiys to Read the Classifieds

broken this spring is able to walk

some now,

Murray Route 5

cumberland

Midway News

Miss June Martin
Leaves'Today For
School in Chicago

Locust Grove News

Dimity vacationed last week visiting relatives, Mesdames: Guy and
Otis Lovins, Mr. M.ance Parker,
Mr. Walter Brandon, and others
near Brandon. We hope ."Uncle
Pete" Brandon is better atwriting.
Mrs. Gaylon Thurman has bruised bee hand canning and was suffering from it last week.
Why hasn't Woodrow Smith told
us he and Miss Pittman married
and lived happily ever afterwant
Lots of news is downright old b.
the time it gets here. And Mr. an:
Mrs. Ewin Dick hadn't said a woi
about being proud parents of
plump little daughter. I just hais
pened to come across her at the
Bluff where most folks go for
the first visit.
I didn't even know Mr. and Mr,
Ramond Hamlin were living i•
HopkinSville till they happened t.
get out and were seen in the coa•pany of Mr. and Mrs. Dewes
Coleman from Detroit at the Bluff.
Collie Steele hasn't even told you
that he and his family in a brand
neW '37 Ford , are vacationing
around the Bluff. They return to
Detroit soon.
Really, the Ledger di Times could
afford to pay my ferriage every
week to have me go to -the Bluff
and find out
about folks—tho
some might prefer to pay me to
stay home.
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Dill have
moved to Paris, Tenn., where Mr.
Dill is to -teach commercial woik.
They _also have a new V-8.
Mrs. Bryant Jones visited Burton Lassiter's- folks last Monday
near Murray.
Uncle Willie Loving came over
and spent last week-end with us
We're not entirely forgotton.
Sheriff Kingins. Doug Shoemaker and. several Callowayans.
passed here Sunday.
visited my old neighbors, Mrs
Bonner and' Mrs. West Cook last
week. Mr. Cook, whose back was

kip is

.i.
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CLOSE
In Observance of Our National Holiday . .
We,the undersigned Merchants and Business Firms, will be
closed MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 6 for LABOR DAY. We respectfully request our friends and custorhers to call at our places
of business before and after that date. We trust that you will
not be inconvenienced by this action.
GRAHAM & JACKSON

KROGER STORES

CORN-AUSTIN CO.

CAIN'S JEWELRY STORE

PRINCESS SHOP

BOONE CLEANERS

RYAN'S

JOHNSON-FAIN APPLIANCE CO.

BANK OF MURRAY
R. H. -FALWELL & CO.

ELLIOTT & BLALOCK
PARKER'S GARAGE

T. 0. TURNER

TOLLEY & CARSON

E. S. D1UGUID & SON
NATIONAL STORES CORP.

JACK & JILL,

W. T. SLEDD & CO.

REGAL DRESS SHOP

thins auhusisitie about this famous, pure'? vegetable las•tive
Black-Draught pun the distal.* tract
to better condition to eel regularly, every
day, without your eentlanalty hierlia
to
tato rosittebto to owe the hovels.
Pen Wok

as sacs be

BLACKDRAUGHT
A GOOD LAIATIVII

Stomach Gas
One doe* of A 1,1,E1:1K A qui.k., reII•v•• sae bloating. c4••n• o.t P.M
upper and lower bowel.. 11111,01
to
eat end els** oto..d
quick. n.,.,ugh
cotton. y•t.
geniis and cwt.

FARMER & HART

McELROY'S

WALLIS GROCERY

BEN FRANKLIN

SCOTT-LASSITER HDW. CO.

LERMAN BROS.

PARKERS JEWELRY STORE
JOE

r.

PARKER, MGR.

H. B. BAILEY
KY.-TENN. LIGHT & POWER CO.
WALLPAPER
&Ny
AO
IN
mT
pA
MURRAY PC

U-TOTE-'EM GROCERY CO.
W. S. FITTS & SON
A. B. BEALE & SON

Feeling Fine!

The refreshing relief so many folk/
say they get by taking BlackDraught for constipation makes

A DLERIKA

YOU CAN DRIVE YOUR(An P•r-o,

2, 19.7.

with Mrs. Henkel parents. Mr.
end Mrs. Bert Russell, and family..
That Times Square author sent
Mrs. Hardin Chester is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Harris Wisehart
hello to me, so hello yourself. They
her svis Robert Jones, and family
We're having weather too warm
and
Jean
of
Buehanati.
Tenn.,
Detroit.
for my liking over here, tho say you're kind u'
William
visited
Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Claud Morton and
Wilburn Cook has brought four Grubbs Sunday afternoon. Ruby of M
at last the canning rush is diminishing Its the men working in cars back from Akron and sold Harris returned home with them family left for Oklahoma last week.
Mr. -and Mrs. -Ems Hubbs and
hay who are doing the perspiring them arid left Saturday for /ikons after a few days
vise in the
again, this time to perhaps buy „Grubbs home.
"- daughter. - Opal. left - for Detroit
now. .
Friday morning iJ seek employthree.
Print cans have been in great
Mr. and Mrs. Lenard Pfleuger
My mechanic brother is still de- and daughters, Inez and Calista, ment.
demand this year and QOuntry
Mrs. Janie Russell, who has been
people .especially, should be very voting his time and energy to the Buchanan, Tenn., and Mrs. Lela
for some time, was carthankful for their well filled pan- doctoring of sick cars. He earns all Linville visited Mr. and Mrs. Geo. very ill
ried to a 'Mayfield hospital Priday
try shelves aginst the winter needs, he gets and what he sometimes Linville and family Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Johnson are by Dr. J. V. Stark for an exuminif only the freezes don't take their falls to get tho, for he labors under
anon and x-ray treatments. Contoll of our labors later. I've even handicaps, so far from a supply visiting their children. Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Stom and Mr. and Mrs, ditions reported were. favorable.
heard some men complaining about shop and with limited tools.
Mr. and ,Mrs. Garland Chester
the abundance of fruit, because
Life's pretty hard for the ambit- Jesse Stom,
and family. of Detroit, are visiting
during their leisure they've been Otis youth today. There are so many
Clint Jones -and daughter of
having to help can. Even my dad things to wish for and so much Jones Mill, visiteel Mr. Jones' friends and relatives here.
Mr. Josia Trease purchased a
in his late years is taking pride competition in keeping up with the daughter, Mrs. Eafl Stom, anl
in drying peaches since his trees ,Joneses. If it were best, sometimes family Wednesday. 'Mrs. Stom and new motor truck last week.
were breaking down with their--Pei lied -myself wishing that every children accompanied them home
Cloy Burchett, of Missouri, deweight.
livered a truck load of watermelboy and girl could have been born for a-short visit.
Mrs. Brooks Oliver of Drew. ons at the home of his father, Lee
It takes pretty constant summer with a silver spoon already in their
Oliver and Burchett, last week.
toil, I find. to prepare for winters mouths, so they would never have Miss.. Mrs. Dewey
Clarksdale.
Mr. and Mrs. Linus Carson, of
of life, else we'll be just like the to experience humiliation, longings, daughter. Frieda of
and despair. But I know that it Miss., visited Miss Alta and Rube Detroit. are visi:7tig his parents.
ant found the grasshopper.
Davis last week.
Mr and Mrs. Charlie Carson and
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Kirks is those very trying and common
Mr. and Mrs. Darrel Wilson family.
motored in from Houston. Texas, experiences which unite humanity
visited Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Wiland spent the week end. Stayed with a more kindly and sympa• Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Neale and
son and Dean a few days I
with us Friday night, matter-of- thetic understanding. And, after all,
son,' Bob, are planning to leave
funeral
and
attended
the
week
for Detroit next week to seek emfact, that salesman's wife helped it isn't what we have that counts
grandmother,
services
for
their
Now I've
ployment.
me pick peas till about dark one but what we are.
Mrs. Charles Guthrie, at Hazel
used the cool part of the morning
afternoon down in
Visiting Mr. and Mrs. Charlie .
Friday
afternoon.
River
Itweasn't work for scribbling and must iron in the
Mrs. Sally Lynn visited Mr. and Carson Sunday evening were Mr.
heat.
—Chatterbox
as we picked we' iiisited different
Mrs. Muncie Osbran and family and Mrs. Cecil Wilkins of Lynnplaces in Texas, saw the moss covand also Mrs. Ella Adams of Pur- ville, Ky., Mr. and Mrs. Linus
ered trees along the Gulf of Mexico
year. Tenn., who is visiting in the Carson, Detroit,' Miss Gracie- Alexander, and Mrs. Beulah' Robertand passed real ranches where real
Osbron• home.
live cowboys grow. Then when out
Mrs. J. E. Buchanan and Bill son.
task was finished—and our talk—
Mrs. Trilba Russell and son,
After taking a vacation for a Taylor spent Saturday night with
we really did sit down in the waterDetroit
week I am back on the air broad- Mr. and Mrs. Garvin Linville. Glen Neale. plan to go to
melon patch, burst some waterhas employment.
casting from station XYZ. Midway, Mrs.'J.- E.' Buchanan and Mr. and where Mr. Russell
melons and with our fingers for
Mr and Mrs. Linn Tidwell and
Ky.
The weather •condition at Mrs. Milton Ray were dinner
spoons, helped ourselves.
Mr. and Mrs. Harmon Tidwell
this time is cloudy and looks very guests Sunday. s.•
Mr. and Mrs. Tom. -Elkins 'and were in Murray. Saturday afterR. B. thought he was to be trans- much like rain.
Mrs. Nellie Oliver' of Prosadence midis
fered but hears- now that he Os
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Nesbitt and
to -go back to Texas Monday or daughter, Marion Sue. from De- were dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. J. L. Grubbs last Sunday. .
to W. Va.
troit, Mich., are visiting Mr. and
Brent Morris of Detroit, Mich.,
Schools begin over, here Friday Mrs. George Coles. Mrs. 011ie Nes,
week with his parso that by MOnday•Tekstlata with be hitt. Mr: and Mrs. Herman Hol- Is sPeading - ents. Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Morris
prepared and no time lost.- Miss land and
family. Mr. and Mrs. and family:! Mr. and ..Mrs. Morris
Genova and Linus Spiceland . go Larry Rutherford and family and
and family attended church at
back to their last year's .posts at Mr. and Mrs. Brent Edward spent
Sintting Spring Sunday.
MisIs June Martin, well-knowl
Fee Henry and Blue Spring.
Saturday night at Pine Bluff on an
Mrs. Joe Buchanan, Union 'City, throtatout Calloway county and
I almost went to Concord last outing.
Tenn., is spending a few weeks attrac ve daughter of Mrs. JoseMonday for the sch.00l opening. - Miss Mary Withsispooisscif- afar.
With her daughter. Mits.
phine Martin Davenport of 'Hardin.
Guess it would have been sad tho, din, spent last week as the guest maker and sisters. Mrs.
George
leave today for Chicago.
missing the faces of all the old of her brother, Holland Wither- Linville and Mrs. A. W. §immons. will
where -she will continue her teachgang.
spoon. and family. •
—Poop-Deck-Pappy
ing in a children's private school.
I did stop in for a few minutes
Mrs. Jim Black spent a few days
She has been an instructor theio
at McCuiston school recentlY, and last week as the guest of her sissince the summer of 1935.
all seats were filled and everything ter. Mrs. Darnell. of Hardin.
During the summer. Miss Martin
was quiet and °elderly.
Mr. and Mrs. Wavel Alderson
Mr. and Mrs. James Robertson was a leader and supervisor of
I hear that Tanson Taylor, after
spent Sunday in Hazel as guests of and small son. of Bowling Green, a young people's camp at Bia
holding a very successful meeting
their daughter, Mrs, Charlie Den- visited Mrs. Robertson's parents. Round Lake in Heyward. Wis. She
at Pleasant Valley Church, has gone
ham, and MT. Denham.
in the
schooling
Mr and Mrs. Harper Tucker, dur- obtained her
to Clear .Spring or some such
Denver, .Colo.. City Schools, thr.
Mrs. Amos Wells spent Sunday ing the week end.
schnoj to become principal. ConMrs: Autumn Hanley and daugh- Hardin High School, and Murray
with her . mother, Mrs. Short, of
gretalations, neighbor.
ter. Norma Jean, spent alit week State C
Policeman Burman Parker and 1, Dexter.—"Rose-bud".

Across the River

Mr. and Mrs. 0. I... Peeler and -.One Day Service—
datIghter. Pesti, of Nashville. were
the tv-Arie of Mr. and Boone: Cleaners. Tel.
visitors
Mr
Mrs.' H. I • Neely Sunday.
Dale, Stubblefield & Co , Druggists
Pet:le! TeNrtred 'UV: his.. Outlet af234. S:th Side Square. —in Hazel by Turnbow Dnig Co.

-
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REDDEN CLEANERS

MURRAY FOOD MARKET

FRAZEE & MELUG1N

ECONOMY GROCERY

SEXTON BROS.

ECONOMY FEED STORE

CRASS FURNITURE

T. L. SMITH PURE FOOD STORE

R. H. VANDEVELDE & CO.
MODERN BEAUTY SHOP

THURMOND'S CASH GROCERY

Wm. RILEY FURCHESS

MURRAY GARMENT CO.

RUSHINGS GARAGE

MURRAY AUTO PARTS

FARMER'S GROCERY_

SWANN'S GROCERY

COVINGTON BROS. & CO.

E.. W. RILEY

MODEL CLEANERS

MURRAY WHOLESALE GRO.
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eon and
st
bbs ant
Detroit
employ-

ruts been
vas Car 1 Friday
examints. Conarable.
Chestei
vatting

I dertnia but they kept up their .
Mr. and Mrs. Buren Poyner and
tune, nonetheless. The sun peepbabies, Van and Gerikt°' Dan, Mr.
fed out to see how they were getand , Mrs.- Willie McCullum and
W. H. FARRIS
ting along, and seeing they'd taken'
daughter, Oneida, Mr. and Mrs.
s
School opened with a bang. EvCoutributions to this column
rain but.,seems we don't get any. Lake Hall. Fred Hughes, Dudley
their morning or is it noen-tidei
alare
interest
of
topics
upo::
s
t
'omi
ery-thing is going
Crepe are beginning to go back al- Hughes and and, Ray Hughes, Miss
baths it decided to keep on out.
not
do
They
welcome.
ways
At the opening of echool there
though therele still chance to make Ocson HMI:'Miss Mary Frances
_
or Murray Square
necessarily express the views
By Wednesday of this week,
.
were 150- visitors.
newspaper.
th.s
of
newsgood tobacco if .rains come.
2,885 persons in Calloway county . • ,George Bingham, Mayfield
, The week's assortment of movies
eeragn, Meeand Mrs. Albert Ate
- Fara --George "PerkeT-:- Bro.- - Curt
a
We enjoyed a very iili-if-ift- kins.
sar
had purchaied- drleera Menses-Hie paper man, columnist, and writer in Murray is far above that which
PIG-IN-A-POKE
Winters, Prof. Dentis McDaniel.
ernoon last Friday at the home of
automobiles. the Circuit Court Clerk whose words strike so simply at the average small town tor even
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Hurt and
The Ctildwater road constructhe heart Of things, impresses one large-towns, for that matter) enand Mr. and Mrs. George Duboise
Mr. and Mrs. Bun Swann, Where children,
Kennetn. tion es starting and will include made known today.
and
Orland
were some of the outstanding visthey gave Mrs. Reba Falne a nice Mr. and Mrs. Gradis, McCulluni
. the office of with that kindness which is always joys. - Veey.efeer-lifieatlis in the
from
Information
itors and speakers fur the opening
shower which she seereed to enjoy Mr. and Mrs. Preston Taylor, Mr. grade and drain weak and a light the County Court Clerk also re- a part of great men.
country, I suspect, will furnish you
of the fifteenth year of Faxon High
so much. She received many nice and Mrs. Clem Wertz and children, -gravel stn.tace. Some oT the people vealed that there
I talked with him and Mrs. such entertainment as "Easy. Liv2,580
were
are disappointed but the fault is
School. We were very glad to
daughter. ing", with Jean Arthur and Edgifts.
their
and
Betty. Dorothy, and Willie. After- local. If we could have procured licensed cagS- in Calloway county, Binghani
have them and so many others
ward- Arnold; "Topper", with Cary
Margaret. on the porch of-that
proof
Mr. Earl Miller and family were neon callers were Pete Lawrence
definite
rather
is
which
the right-of-way in time to have
and Constance Bennett; "The
Grant
come out. We want them to come
for
Mayfield
in
home
Of
county
Merray
Saturday,
Mr.
the
shopping.
in
in
Sue;
owner
daughtevVrenda
and
completed the road before next every car
We have three new students this
Gpfk at every opportunity.
said he Toast -of New York", with Edward
He
Tuesday evening.
There was a -Very serious acci- and Mrs. BifT La rence and chil- year we would. have had the prom- not every driver) has his operator's
week. They are: Frances Vance,
didn't know about journalism but Arnold. and Cary Grant all in the
Athletics
dren. H. M.. Edward, and Lowell; ise of a complete road with a high license..
James Vance, and Glynn Blakn.ey. dent occured Lett Saturday to Mr.
he could talk "newspaperism". all same week. . In addition, during
Mr. and Mrs. T. N. Seaford And type surface. But, we could not
The softball teams, both boys and
Tidwell
Mr.
'and
PasC.
J.
Guises
memories of that same week, there were two
W. A. Cunningham is out of
baby, Shirley Ann, Mr. and Mrs. do SO- We had been w-arking to
girls, are expecting the Almo teams
METHODIST CHURCH NOTES right. 'He was full of
were
the.
They
hf
chall.
found,
other pictures of high class rating.
a long career.
over to play them Friday after- juniqr high school because of a Elwood Dick bottom, both in the Lawten Robinson. Every one left this end for two and a halt
•
His children have acquired their And just two days later in the
noon. Mr. Clark is coaching the bad injury to his ear, which was same y.ellow jacket's nest. Fighting late in the afternoon wishine Mrs. months. • We were told that we
Sunday, Sept. 5. 1937
They next week comes Pearl Buck's
almost torn off in a fall from. top
happy birth- had- no money for right-of-ways.
The coming of this first fall' father's gift of writing.
boys and Miss Brandon the girls.
for nfeeTidwell looked at leaschall Hughes many more
„..
Chinese drama, "The
believe the simplest things are powerful
bicycle.
pew
Tope
days.-Cottop
many
it
with
brings
month
The Faxon Community Fair
,
Then at last a premise of some
and said there is one _ins •the
the - mest beautiful. Danny is the Good Earth". makare
children
this
Our
added
was
ereshman
new
A
'interests.
We are now planning for the analloWance and with a committee
bosom uf my overalls, so they
oldest of the children. Is married
nual Faxon community fair on the week. Miss Ethel Lee,
from court we started out to close ing their plans for school, our -and. is working on the "Gezette". _ Speaking Of movies reminds me._
fought til they got out.Paschall was
usual date, October 15. We hope
up the gaps in order to get even people are returning from their at Clinton. Both he and Margaret. John D. Sexton has a striking relucky to receive only one sting.
vacations, and the cooler weather
to have even a better fair than last
CHR,ISTIAN SCIENCE
He came in with one hand about
Lax started on construction this fall
Miss Susan and Velma
semblance to Donald' Meek. Bill
makes it possible for some of our the second child, were on the
1.
September
on
deadline
with,
a
year.
three times as large as the other. spent the week with their grand
Sun-Democrat staff during the sum- Martin looks like Freddie . BarWe wish- to thank the „business - "Man" is the subject of the les- Tidwell was trying to make friends parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lax. We have the right-of-way. How- people to attend the church ser- mer. Margaret won a gold key in tholomew and Bonnie Tent is remen of Murray for the way they son-seriman which will be read in with one of the jackets so he kiss- Mie. Lax is slowly improving from ever, of course, it was not satisfac- vices who were shut off by the the state contest for a news story- indful of Jeen Arthur.
tory to all copcerned. Several heat of the summer. If is a sort she wrote last staring when she
are responding in helping us to Churches of Christ, Scientist. on ed one of the pesky things. He a fall last week.
signed when told that there was of "beginning again". This would was on the staff of the College
get up our catalogue.
Sunday, September 5.
Vignette: A small scurrying figcame ire with a thick upper lip.
Mrs. Sip Nilliams and children
others held be a good time to resolve to do
News at Murray. Virginia, the ure ran out into the roadway"- 'It
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Pogue had Mr. and Mrs. Bill Simmons, Mr. nothing to pay, while
Among the. citations which corn
your
by
duty
Christian
your
Brother Robert A. Harts county RriAbe lealiQtr-sermon is the fol- their daughter, Mrs. Ruth Nix, of and Mrs. VrensSinires and datigh- back and have been paid. It is
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Vernon Baily in his book on
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Run
co baths. 30 acres in timber and
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I to
5220 yards by Mrs. Mary Mecoy the "Cave Life of Kentucky"
Licensed To Wed
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They have looked over, or will State engineers are in charge of
Bill Lyons, 33, Murray, and Miss
safe and take the-policy that says write W. V. Kirkland, Murray,
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son. Johnston, and Dale determine
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B B Lewis 54 Hotted
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New York.
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•
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land, and Mildred Suiter. 21. Mur- tained .at the Regal Dress Shop
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tte
ance Company of , New
York.
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McKenzie, come.
Sunday at
cial Security Boaral is located in gauges on their planiroeters.
JOE T. PARKER
Robert
D. Rowland, . District FOR SALE-Saw Dust, 10c per the Weille Building_ 81740 BroadYou wouldn't believe it, but these a fire curing barn, but will need Tenn.
Optometrist
Manager.
ltc bbL Six miles south Dover. Tenn.. way. Persons desiring infsrma- young engineers never leave their larger openings to permit more „air
Frozen Niagra in the Mammoth
Mrs. Alice Fitts is on the sick
Cave of Kentucky is 75 feet high
on Long Creek. Edgar Orgain & eon on,_any" phase of the Social office to measure a• single acre. passing over the tobocca.
lust.
FOR RENT-Dwelling house and gaScaffolding is desirable • he said,
Sons.
S2c -SecutIty Act may Write the Pa- They just do it with huge pictured
Miss Rudelle Adams visited at and 50 feet wide. Scientists say
rage apartment Modern conthat it has been forming more than
maps of the farm- land in Callowa but the tobacco should be crowded Pine Bluff Sunday.
ducahoffice
for
such
information.
veniences. Just West of the 'Col- WOULD LIKE to make tobacco
by air- on the lower rails in the barn for
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lte crop with some farmer next year.
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able cost
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how many acres you In mid-September to early October, lins' 2 thread hose? Several did of the knobs of the region is 898
FARM FOR SALE-65 acres, well , Dr. William H. ,Masdn and his mediately
.
INSURE YOUR LIFE as you would
--kudru: the space might be drawn down to and here are the *inners of the feet.
Vap
improved. 1
ma north Faxan staff as well as all of the other have in turnip -greens'or
your home-for as full value. See
simple--as clear as 10 or even 8 inches if the weather
High School: on
bus route doctors bringiqg patients to the It's all very
Robert D. Rowland, District Mancould do it (Yes, if ts cool The presence of mold on the
Priced right.
T.
A. Phelps William Masora_Memorial Hospital mud-anybody
ager Mutual Life Insurance Comleaf near the mid-rib or on the
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t executor
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chased by the hospital froth time
harmful to dark air-cured tobacco,
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to time. One of the most out- Conference Dates
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THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET
g. Freeport. Illinois.
ltp esthesia and in asaistiea in .the re- !be presiding elder, are as fol- county.
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•
vival of patients in need • of artiLAFEVER 12-guage double barrel
Alino Circuit, at Brooks Chapel
ficial respoation. During the few
Shotgun .for for sale. Left barSaturcipy, September 4.
of the merchandise seLarge Bars
YELLOW LAUNDRY 0. K. BRAND
days that this modern equipment
rel full choke, right Modified..
Dresden Circuit, at. Mt. Vernon,
lected or the amount
25c
has teen used On trial, by- the hosShot less than 100 rounds. 28September II.
pito, more than 40 surgical cases' Saturday,
of service
rendered,
inch barrel. A bargain. Apply
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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i bs. tat 95c
at this office.
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ville. Sunday, September12.
ing rooms of the hospital, with
care and attention is
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McKenzie -Crreuit. at Seminary.
FOR
RENT-Modern: fle-aisned wonderfel satisfaction.
given.
Saturday. September 18.
Dr.
Katherine
Fisher
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serves
apartment. Electrically _quipped
Paris 2nd Church Circuit at
NO. 2 CANS
RED PITTED
kitchen Mrs. 4. D. Fatterworth as anesthetist, is very highly . pleasWe aim to render a
Sunday. September 19. •
LebanOrt,Phone WO.
tic ed with the addition of this modsuperior service comflardin Circuit. at Palestine. SatA N D
ern equipment. The purchase inHI
plete in every detail.
BARN WOOD FOS SALE-half volves a gas machine- fully equip- urday.' September 25_
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S16p that-with the simple turn of the
us.
3rnall deposit on bottles
Saturday. October 2.
hand, the anesthetist ,can adminis- Grove,
FOR SALT-Mee 9-raom house on
-McKenzie Station. Sunday morn- Saturday and Sunday
ter vaporized ether. etlaelyne.
North rasurth Street: On CorSincerely,
3.
STANDARD
c
AVONDALE
Del Monte or C. Club Sifted
trous oxide, carbon dioxide or ing, OctAier
ner . Would sell' $2500. Farmer
Gleason Station, Sunday night
3 No. 2 cans
2 No. 2 cam
oxygen, as the case may' require.
No. 2 can, 15e; No. I can
& Rhodes..
•
tic
With this equipment the anesthet- October 3.
The
SEPTEMBER
Puryear-Buchanan. at Mt. PleasFOR RENT-My home and feline ist can put the patient to sleep .in
Pounds
EXTRA FINE
PURE CANE
ant. Saturday. October 9.
J. H. Churchill
4TH and 5TH
Station.. F. M Ernsiberger. Dex- about two minutes . without causChurch, Sunday
First
Paris
Funeral Home
ter: Ky.
ltp ing. unpleasant sensations, such as
October 10.
are experienced when other meth- morning.
Telephone 7
FOR RENT-One 6-room house on ods are employed., _Sensations -of • Murray Station, Sunday night.
2 Pounds
Main Street rnear College
New- nausea and vomiting are inateriai- October 10.
Murray, Ky.
Murray Circuit at Lynn Grove
ly reduced.
• s With this modern equipment. an- Friday. October 15.
Kirksey Circuit, at Mt. Carmel,
esthesia ,is administered' under most
October 16.
delicate control, in harmony wart Saturday,
Paris Circeit at Palestine, Sunthe very latest findings of the
medical
profession. This corn- day, October 17.
25c
box
Dresden Station, Sunday night.
rnenity can well appreciate the
MAURICE
BONNER,
Mgr.
17.
efforts made by the William Mason October
Atwood Circuit. at Pleasant Hill,
Memorial Hospital to provide the
CAIRO ROAD - PADUCAH
latest- there is .possible for the suc- Wednesday. October 20.
Littie
Circuit.
at
Mansfield
cessful care cf surgical and medical -patients. Other equipment Rocka Saturday, October 23.
Sun- ••••••••••••••••••••••••
I purchased during the past few ...Gleasen Circuit at Olivet,
days include a centrifuge' Micro- day. October, 24.
Faxon Circuit, at Crooked Creek.
tome, electric incubator.' electric
water bath and binocular .micro- Sunday, October 31.

Engineers? Well, Yes! They
To
Blondes in Murray; Pretty Onei, Tool
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SOAP

10

FLOUR
CHERRIES

VINCE GENOVESE

2

4

BEVERAGES

Fountain Drinks
Luncheons
Mixed Drinks

BICHON'S

Cold Luncheon Meats and Cheese
Spreads.
Paper Plates, Napkins, Spoons
and Forks,.3 pkgs.
25c
Potted Meat, 10c_size, 2 for
15c
Vienna Sausage, 3 cans
25c
ported Swiss Cheese,
or Old English, 1 pound
45c
Deviled-Tongue or Liver Sausage
12c
Spreads, can
9c
Jars
Vinegar in Quart Fruit
25c
Vinegar in gallon glass jugs
35c
Salad Dressing, Topmost, quart
25c
Rolled Oats, 5-lb. package
$1.00 O'Cedar Mop and
95c
, 25c O'Cedar Polish, all for
That Good Pingdinger Coffee, 2 lbs. 25c
Gd 4-tie Brooni

.. .

23c

CREAM CANS 6-qt. 45c; 8-qt. 48c; 12-qt. 63c
23c
Lunch Basket.and 2 good Pencils
Will PAY 25c in Trade for Fresh EGGS
Highest Prices for HAMS, cash or trade

Tolley 8z Carson
We Deliver

Phone 37

WE WIL1: BE CLOSED MONDAY--,LABOR DAY
/

. 5c
RICE, extra fancy, lb.
Sliced Cucumber PICKLES,
Mary Lou Brand,
17c
Large 28-oz. jar

•

scope.
WOODLAWN SCHQ9L ,NEWS
Another week has gone ,by and
the grades have been very good
and hope they will continue
be
so.
We had a ball game Friday with
Outland. The scores .were 114 'in
our favor.
At Mit- ice creamaupper Saturday night we took in $31.79. •A
fine time was reported by every.
.one.
I don.it suppose we will- get to
go on our triti. to the Eddyytale
Penitentiary: We received a' letter
from the. chief warden Saturday He said it would not be permfssable for us to enter the prisOn. We
are planning to' go to Columbus.
Ky.. or Union City. Tenn., after
we have our pie - nipper in the
near, futurea-Wietten by,, J. W.
Scott. fourth. trade: Rebeeek Cole-.
man: sixth gfade; Maybelle Salts:
eighth grade: and Ruth Scott. -organizer.
Staudts Announce
Arrival of Child
Staudt,
and )drs. Ileirwe
feledaughtee and son-in--law of Mrs
E. D. Covington'..'are the .'hippy
parents of a javial litUe daughter.
who was born early Monday morriingatg the home of Mrs, Staudt's
Mother. .Mfa'a E.' D. "LsVinmgs.
Mee
Mrs. Staudt was, form
Elizabeth Covington.
The child..ilovely little juvenile.
named' 936eefle5- Wan. Is doing
quite- aplesselidle. accurding-tu-itierandmother.

SWANN'S GROCERY
24-PHONES-25
THREE Sc Octagon Soap Powders and
THREE bars Octagon Toilet Soap
8

25c

Small Cans
25c

4 Tall Calts

23c
LIGHT •BROOM
40-cent BROOM
Gallon Fancy COOKING APPLES
Gallon GOOD COOKING APPLES
24 112c R,AD BIRD FLOUR
24 lbs.'LYNN GROVE FLOUR20-oz. Glass CLOVER HONEY
2-lb. jar PEANUT BUTTER
2-lb. box CRACKERS
5-lb. carton OATS

3 Bars
3 large cans PORK and BEANS
3 lb!. GREEN PEAS
2 1-2 lbs. GREEN WHITE PEAS
100 lbsr. NORTHERN POTATOES
3 fancy CUBAN GRAPE FRUIT
Dozen fancy LARGE LEMONS .
SYRUP, gallon rod
Gallon white SYRUP

10

25'
48c
25c

Wesco Brand CRACKERS,
15c
2-pound box
C. Club, 2-16.

25c

Webster Brand LIMA BEANS
25c
3 No. 2 cans
Soaked Limas, 16-oz. can 5c

C. Club CORN, White or
Golden Bantam,
10c
Full No. 2 can

Rocky River GRAPE JUICE,
15c
Pint Bottle
29c
Quart Bottle

Our Mother's COCOA,
1-pound box
2-pound box

9c
15c

Penn Rad MOTOR OIL-

WHOLE APRICOTS,
Large No. 2 1-2 can

15c

NAVY BEANS,
4 pounds

YEEk-End

23c

10
PEAS
SUGAR
COTTAGE CHEESE

69c
25`
25

Medium, HeavY, Extra Hvy.
$1.12
2-gallon can
.08
Tax

Total

$1.20

FRESH PORK LOIN ROAST °R CHOPS Pound 27c
.
BEEF ROASTed:tcteccut : C. SteLabk.s 23c STEW
,Lb 12V2c
2 POUNDS
27c
LARD
HAMBURGER FRESH GROUND
2 Pounds 25c
2 Pounds
27c
OLEO PURE AND SWEET
LAMB LEGS or CHOPS, Lb. 20c FOREQUARTERS 2 Pounds 25c
CALIFORNIA GRAPES
2 Pounds
15c
10-POUND BAG
25c
ONIONS
No. 1
1.5-POUND PECK
29c
POTATOES
5c
CABBAGE
- 2 POUNDS
117
9c
c

21e '
30e
10e
8c
65c
s
22e
24c
16c
25c

15c
.,„25s
10c
10c
$1.65
20c

30c
55c
58c

•limoommome

•

•e.

